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II THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

(Page 3)

D ATE:

February 24, 1976

DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM

All Members of

M,B,A./and M.A. in Latin American Studies

John N.

REPRESENTATIVE "SCHEDULE OF STUDY"
:r

NOTE:

All courses are 3 semester credit hours· each, unless otherwise indicated.

M.B.A.

B&AS 500
B&AS 504
B&AS 506

History 481
Political Science 355

*Spring
Semester

B&AS 501
B&AS 502
B&AS 505
-B&AS 509 (1 credit)
B&AS 510 (2 credits)

Economics 421

This is to inform you that the regular March meeting will be
held on Tuesday, March .2_, at 3:00 £•.!!!• in the Kiva.
The agenda, which you should hopefully receive by the end of
next week, will include several important items, among them
the nomination of Academic Freedom and Tenure Conuni ttee
members for 1976-77.

:

JND:djw

-

B&AS 522
B&AS 528

Summer
Session

..

,.
:

-

..

Economics 420 (or 424 )
Political Science ~25
B&AS Elective Seminar

B&AS 520

B&AS 526
,

*Spring
.'
· semester

.

B&AS 508

B&AS 598
r
B&AS Elective Semina
B&AS Elective Seminar

M,B,A, Comprehensive

M.A. Comprehensive

B&AS 503

;

;
;

Examination

Examination
Summer
Session

;
;

;

:

..

B&AS

507

-

.

:

Total Credit
Hours • 69

* NOTl2

:

Faculty

occasionally, as last m::,nth, equipment at the Printing Plant
breaks down, and distribution of faculty agendas is delayed.

Latin American Studies
Courses, including
Related B&AS Courses

*Fall
Semester

*Fall
Semester

March 9 Mee ·

M.A. in L.A. Studies

Business & Administrative
Sciences ~ourses

Academic
Period

lty

36 . .

33 .

Students who desire t O
of 15) per
Semester would
carry only 12 credit hours (instead
register for one additional semester,

3·15

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

February 26, 1976

To:

All Members of

Subject:

ulty

of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on
Tuesday, March 2_, at 3:00 .E_.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
,.-3)

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of February
10.
(Minutes attached.)

2•

Memorial Minute for Associate Professor Simon Kao-Professor Steger.

3•

Elections and Nominations--Mr. Durrie.
a. Election of a Vice chairman of the Voting Faculty for
1976-77.
b. Election of a Secretary of the Voting Faculty for
1976-79.
c. Nominations to fill 10 vacancies on the 1976-77
Academic Freedom and Tenure Cornmittee as follows:
5 regular members for two-year terms and 5 alternates
for one-year terms.
(NOTE: The Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy has the
following to say about nominations:
"Nominations shall
be made from the floor at the regular faculty meeting
pre~eding the election meeting (the latter presumably on
April 13). Additional names may be placed in nomination
by written petition signed by five members of the Voting
Faculty presented to the Faculty secretary at least ten
days before the scheduled election meeting. The agenda
for the election cornmittee shall contain the names and
~7Partments of all nominees. Election of regular comittee members and alternates shall be at a regular faculty meeting during the second semester of each academic
t:ar. El 7ction of regular members and alternates sha~l
by a single preferential ballot. The term of service
shall be two years for regular committee members and one

.-

l

M rch Meeting of University Faculty
Febru ry 26, 1976
p g
2

ye r for alternates. No regu lar Cbrnmittee member shall
rv more than two consecutive two-year terms "--and
under his provision no member of the Voting Faculty is
· n lig 'ble .
"For the purpose of this section , 11 however,
"m mbers of the Voting Faculty shall include neither
dcp r ment ch irpersons nor others designated as exofficio m mbers of the Voting Faculty in Article I , Sec .
1 (b) of he F culty Constitution ." "Not :rrore than one
m mber of ny department shall serve as a regular member
or n 1 rnate on the Cornmi ttee at the same time . " (Nominee
"sh 11 be members of the Voting Faculty with tenure (or
whose decision date has passed without adverse notification).
"R gular Corranittee members and alternates should be elected
because of their known indepen den ce and objectivity and
because they can be expected to e x ercise an informed
judgment concerning the teachin g a n d research qualifications
of other faculty members . 11 )

4.

Announcement concerning Standing Corranittee Preferences-Prof ssor Thorson .

(p. 4)

5.

Proposed change in Article I , Sec . l(b) of the Faculty
Constitution relative to the inclusion of initial threeyear term appointees in the Voting Faculty-- Professor
Thorson .
(Statement attached . )
(NOTE : This will be the second o f the t wo required
discussions , following which the ma t t er will be
submitted to a mail ballot . During the i n itial
discussion on February 10 , there wa s no sentiment
expressed in opposition to the pro posa l , a n d the
matter was put on the table for the req uired second
discussion at this meeting of March 9 . )

(pp . 5-9)

6.

Propes 1 for M. S . degree in Nursing --P r ofessor Thorson .
(Statement attached . )

(p . 10}

7.

Proposed r vision of Employment Po li cy--P r ofessor Ttx>rson .
(S atement attached . }

(pp.11-30)

•

Annul R
r of the Athletic Co uncil , as req uired in the
F cul Y Handbook--Professor Parker .
(Stateme n t attached . )

(pp . 31-3 S}

9.

Portion o
Thorson .

Proposed ew Student c o nst itut io n-- Professor
(Statern nt attached . }

-1THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
March 9, 1976
(Sununarized Minutes)
The March 9, 1976, meeting of the University Faculty w s call d to
order at 3:04 p.m., in the Kiva, by President Davis, wi ha quorum
present.
The summarized minutes of the meeting of February 10 w re
submitted.

pprov d

A Memorial Minute for Associate Professor Sim:>n Kao w s pre n d by
Professor Steger. The Minute was adopted by a rising vot, nd th
Secretary was asked to send a copy to Mrs. Kao.
1 .

~ ~

Professor Hillerman was re-elected Vice Chainnan of th
the 1976-77 academic year.

F culty fo

Mr . Durrie was re-elected Secretary of the Faculty for th
term, 1976-79.

hr

-y

The following faculty members were nominated to fill 10 v c nci
on
the 1976-77 Academic Freedom and Tenure committe : Andrson (Architecture and Planning), Bock (Anthro!X)logy), Coates (Journalism), Cord 11
(Anthropology), Estes (Health, Physical Education, and R ere tion),
George (Art), Goldberg (Law), Goodman (Philosophy), Harris (Education 1
Foundations), Koenig (Psychiatry and Psychology), Koopmans ( ath ma ics
and Statistics), Mackey (General Libraries), Peters (Andrson School of
Business and Administrative Sciences), Rhodes (Psychology and eurology),
Roebuck (History), and Sturm (Philosophy). It was announced tha the
election will be held at the April 13 meeting and that brief biographical
sketches of the nominees will accompany the agenda.
Professor Thorson, for the Policy committee, issued a reminder concerning
return of the 1976-77 standing committee preference forms.
As recommended by Professor Thorson, on behalf of the Policy Connnittee,
the Faculty voted to remove from the table the proposed amendment to
Article I , Sec. l(b) of the Faculty Constitution and submit the matter
to a mail ballot, as is specified for amendments. This particular
amendment 'WOUld include initial three-year term appointees in the Voting
~aculty, subject to the provision in the constitution, however, that
,
instructors shall be members of the voting Faculty only after thre -years
service.
Upon the recommendation of the Graduate Committee, the Curricula Committee, the Policy committee, and the College of Nursing, and with the
approval of the Administration, the Faculty voted to recommend to the
Regents the establishment of a master's degree program in nursing, contingent for the present upon external funding, i.e., that for the next
two years no funds may be taken from any ongoing University program or
operation , and also that this arrangement may not be changed without

31

-2consultation between the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the
Faculty Senate. It was further understood that the Graduate Conunittee
will wish to examine the program further when additional faculty have
been employed.
Prof ssor Thorson, on behalf of the Policy Committee, recommended a
revision of that part of the Employment Policy relating to the granting
of graduate degrees to faculty members, the revision making it possible
for them to be awarded an advanced degree by UNM in a department or
degree program other than the one in which they are employed. The Faculty approved this recommendation for submittal to the Regents.
Professor Parker presented the annual report of the Athletic Council,
s requir din the Council's statement of responsibilities listed in the
F culty Handl:x:>ok, and moved its acceptance. Professor Parker said that
the report included a minority report submitted by Professor Roebuck
r lative to the need for compliance with Title IX Guidelines, and he
noted that the Council is organizing a committee to work on this matter.
After discussion, Professor Thorson moved as an amendment that the Faculty accept the report and instruct the Athletic Council to return by
the end of the semester with a report which would indicate compliance
with Title IX. This motion carried. Professor Parker's motion, as
amended, w s then defeated, and Professor Green moved that the Athletic
Council be directed to prepare a plan for compliance with Title IX with
regard to the athletic situation at the University and to report back
to the Faculty not later than the last meeting of the semester. This
motion was approved by the Faculty.
Professor Thorson presented a portion of the proposed new ASUNM Constitution, earlier approved by student referendum which, he said, represent
essentially a revision of the Faculty's by-laws pertaining to the responsibilities of the Student Standards Committee. The draft approved by
the students, h said, had been modified in certain respects by action
of the Policy Committee after consultation with Professor Cohen of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee and Mr. Alan Wilson, president of
ASUNM.
Professor Baughman said that two basic constitutional issues were
raised in the proposed revision--one, a shift of disciplinary responsibility from the administration to a committee, especially a joint.
faculty-student committee; and two, the matter of placing the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee in an adversary position in relation to
faculty members. He pointed particularly to a section which says that
the Student Standards and Grievance Committee 11 • • • may cite the faculty member to the Academic Freedom and Tenure committee for action•··
What kinds of sanctions, he asked, may the AF&T Committee invoke?
.
Mr. Wilson then distributed the following proposed amended wording
for bracketed material on page 33 of the proposal:
"Shett* -~ke-1se aem~e--P~ee llft-afta-9:lefta~e-9eRUR~4!4!ee-4!ifte.-ift
t ¥& ~i-~ke- 1"P* ift ft T- Ae-JRa4!4!eE-w~l*-se-Femaftaee.-4ie- ae
S

-s

-6~i Y ftee-9eRDR~4!4!ee-€eF-£YE4!AeE-eeR. ft -e - fte-£iR&iR~e-e£-4!Re-Aeaaem~e-~
grading, the Student Standards and
- Yee ~eve-~ e-~Ya~emeR4!-£ F- k
- ~~ e -4=e-ae4!eEMiR~R~-wae R
...-411.i.-,4i1,iii·.,'1-~R -~-~~ '1~A~-~e
ee • may

-3-

nullify the grade by th
credit "CR" • Th final di
sh 11 rest with he Studen
A nntion to adopt s an
followed by a nntion to t bl
considered by the Academic Frc dom
This latter Itk)tion was approv d ,
F culty constitute itself as
comm
discussion of the issue . Discus ion
the points raised by Professor Bug
request , President Davis sugg
d
by the appropriate groups and commi
i would be placed high on the g nd .
Reverting from its status as
comm
h rd a statement from Mr . ich l Rud ,
Students for a Voice in Tenur D ci
nt of a joint student-faculty co
ystem and to reconu:nend th c ng
co
n goal . 11
h

meeting adjourned

t 4 : 55 p . m.

ohn

-3-

r

,

. ..

l -
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ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE

FACULTY MEETING

RICHARD A.
Associ te Pro f essor of Architecture a nd d i,rector of the
Center f or E~ironrnental Research
B.S., Stanfor · M.U. P ., University of Wash ina ton; Ph.D., Michigan
State Universi y
Came to UNM in 1971 f rom Michig an State Un'versity
Alternate in 197 -75 on the AF&T Committe
s7:ecial interests. urban sir,,.ulation and g arring, planning education,. urban deteri ration and social ch n qe, land use plannino,
planning research m thods, rP.qional p l nni n~
PHILIP K. B'OCK
Professor o f Anth opolonv
A,B,, Fresno State;
Universi
of Chicaqo; Ph.D., Harvard
University
Came to UNM in 1962 from arvard
Special interests: lanqua e and culture1 acculturation; applied
anthropology; peasant cultu e o North America
CHARLES K. COATES
Associate Pro f essor of ournalism
. raduate wo rk at N. Y. U. Graduate
B.A., University o f Vi_rqini
School of Busines s Adminis atiqn; the University of Spain
.
w ,Jer e y where he was a writer, editor,
Ca~e to UNM in 1972 f rom
and prnducer of NBC
LINDA S. CORDELL
Assistant Profe ss r of Anthrop looy
B.A., Ge orge l•7 a !=;hi.not n University ; , .A-., University of Orcgoni
Ph.D., Universitv o f California (~anta Barbara)
C~rne to UNM in 1971 from graduate study and teachina at UCSB
Fields of special · nterest: computer simulations in archeology,
cultural ecoloay f subsistence aqriculturalists
LINDA K. ESTES

Instructo in Phyrdcal. Education; Director of Worn.en's
Athletics
. B.~., M.l'.,, U iversity of New Mexico
Join~d UNM f cultv in 1969; nreviously
Albunuerque
Public Scho ls
·
-·
Alte:nat7 CMber o f AF&T Committee for s emester I, 1974- 75
Snecial
i terests.
t ennis
. an aA other 1ndividual
. . .
]'t
·
~ ·
a d d ua 1 sportsi
e'
crua . 1. Y of w0rnen in sports
·
GEORr;E
B
!sistant Professor of Art History
.A.
~
.. ,A,, University of Minnesota
Carne to
in 196 6 f .
.
.
s ecia UNM
.
rom University
o f Minnesota
1 interests: American studies and art history
P

March 9, 1976
The Mar ch 9 , 1 97 6, meet i ng of the University Faculty
convened in the Kiva at 3 : 04 p . m., and was called to order
by President Davi s , with a quorum pre s ent .
PRES I DENT DAVI S

The meeting wi l l please come to

order .
Firs t o rder of bu s ine s s i s the approval of the
summarized mi nute s of the meet i ng of February 10th, and
ilie minutes were atta ched to the notification of the
meeting . Do I have a mo tion?
PROFESSOR THORSON
DAVIS

DAVIS

Move the acceptance .

Moved they be appro ved ,

FACULTY MEMBER

Approval of
Min utes of Meeting of February
10

Seconded?

Seconded .

All in favor, say "aye" .

The minutes are

approved .
Seco nd bus i nes s is the memorial minute for
As sociate
·
Professor Simon Kao.
Chair recognizes
Professor Art Steger .
PROFESSOR STEGER
" Simo n T , Kao , Associate
Pro fe ssor of Math ematic s , died Febr uary 21st,
19 76, at the age of f i fty-three after suffering
cruelly fr om c ancer .
"Simon wa s b o rn in Fukien Province on the
Chinese mainl and in 1 9 2 3 . After moving to Taiwan
he became a high school teacher, Among his
students wa s the girl whom he later married. Five
children were born to Simon and Lois.
"In 1 9 4 9 Simon came to this country to continue his mathematical studies at the Catholic
University of America in Washington, D.C.
In 1952
he received his doctorate, with a specialization
in geometry, and was appointed to the Department
of Mathematics at saint Joseph's College, the

Memorial Minute
for Professor
Kao

r

.•

3/9/76, p. 2

predecessor of the University of Albuquerque. He
served as chairman there for more than a decade .
"In 1965 he joined the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics of the University of
New Mexico.
In addition to continuing his research
in geometry and to his performance as an outstanding
teacher of a wide variety of courses in our regular
curriculum, he also rendered service of exceptional
value in many other ways. He served for a number
of years as associate chairman, discharging his
duties with competence. He also accepted the responsibilities of the chairmanship for one year,
on an acting basis . He was active in the Mathematical Association of America, serving for several
years as Assistant Chairman of the group's
Southwest Section. Finally, he was deeply involved
in many programs conducted by our department for
the purpose of helping to improve the quality of
secondary mathematical education. On several
occasions he served as director or co-director of
these programs . Many teachers in New Mexico, and
elsewhere, have benefitted greatly from their
stimulating contacts with Simon; and through these
teachers large numbers of students will have reason
to be grateful to him for the indirect, but
definite and positive influence which he exerted
on their mathematical education.
"We must also pay tribute to Simon as a human
being.
He was warm, friendly, and cheerful, always
ready to help students and colleagues in any way
that he could . May his widow and children find
comfort in the realization that Simon, in addition
to being an excellent teacher, was a man who
brought some good will into a world which is
sadly lacking in this noble quality."

:

d
Mr. Chairman , I move this memorial minute be
°Pted
by this Faculty, and the secretary be instructed
0
send a copy to the next of kin.
DAVIS

Is there a second to the motion?

FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Seconded.

The motion has been made and seconded. Like

..

l

3/9/76, p. 3

to ask for approval by the Faculty by a rising vote.

(The body stood in a rising vote.)
DAVIS

Thank you.

Thank you, Doctor Steger.
Proceed to the elections and nominations.

Like to

call on Mr. Durr ie.
MR . DURRIE
The first is the election of a vicechairman of the Voting Faculty for 1976-77.

Election of
Vice Chairman
for 1976-77

The vice-chairman presides at meetings in the absence of the president and the vice-president for academic
affairs , or when the presiding officer wishes to speak
from the floor.
The present incumbent is Professor
Hillerman . Nominations are now in order, and voting will
be by ballot if there is more than one nominee.

DAVIS

Floor is open for nomination.

FACULTY MEMBER
for reelection?
DURRIE

Is Professor Hillerman eligible

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

I nominate Professor Hillerman.

DAVIS
Professor Hillerman has been nominated.
Is there further nomination?
STEGER
DAVIS
a second?

I move the nomination be closed.
Moved the nominations be closed.

FACULTY MEMBER

Is there

Seconded.

be a

DAVIS
Moved and seconded; presume that would also
Unanimous ballot cast for the nominee. All in favor
11
say aye" ; opposed, "no".
· carrie
· d·
The motion is

of

DURRIE
The next is an election of the secretary
the Voting Faculty for 1976-79.

Election of
secretary for
1976-79

3/9/76, p. 4
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The secretary prepares the agenda under the
direction of the new Committee of Five; arranges for all
regular and special meetings; attends meetings as a
member of the Voting Faculty and assists the presiding
officer; makes a record of actions; assists in elections;
arranges for verbatim minutes to be taken; prepares and
distributes summarized minutes; notifies those affected
by official actions of the Faculty; maintains a cumulative card index of minutes; prepares an index for each
annual volume of minutes; prepares and maintains the
Voting Faculty list; arranges for Memorial Minutes upon
the death of a faculty member; supervises the Faculty
Conunittee secretary; etc. Nominations are now in order,
a~ again, voting will be by ballot if there is more than
one nominee.
DAVIS
The chair calls for nomination for the
office of secretary.
Doctor Thorson.
THORSON
DAVIS
nominations;

Nominate Mr. Durrie.
Mr. Durrie has been nominated.

PROFESSOR GREEN

Further

I move the nominations be closed.

DAVIS
Moved and seconded that the nominations be
closed. All in favor of the nominations being closed,
~d a unanimous ballot for Mr. Durrie, please signify by
saying " aye " ; opposed, "no".
Congratulations, John.
DURRIE
Third is the nomination of five regular
member
f
·
f or
tw
s O the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
a-year terms, and five alternates for one-year term.
To save time I will repeat only a part of what is
in the
agenda about these nominations, all of which is
quoted
from the Academic Freedom and Tenure policy.
"(Nominees) shall be members of the Voting
Faculty with tenure (or those whose tenure decis~on date has passed without adverse n~tification .•. ) For the purpose of this section, members

Nominations for
Academic Freedom and Tenure
camrnTttee
Membership

. ..
I

3/9/76, P· 5

t

of the Voting Faculty shall include neither departmental chairpersons nor others designated as ex
officio members of the Voting Faculty ... Not more
than one member of any department shall serve as
a regular member of an alternate on the Committee
at the same time. "
Since the four holdover members are from Chemistry,
~glish, Physics and Astronomy, and Theatre Arts, no
nominations of people in these departments may be made.
The rules also say that no regular Committee member
shall serve more than two consecutive two-year terms.
U~er this provision, there are no ineligible persons,
including the members and alternates whose present terms
are expiring.

.1

Listed on the blackboard is the Committee as constituted for the present academic year.
The terms of
Professors Caton, Davis, Green, and Prouse extend through
1976-77, and the terms of the others, i.e., those with
asterisks, expire at the end of this semester.
Nominations are now in order, and I would suggest
that several more than the required ten be nominated in
order to compensate for any duplications within a department, for those who may be going on leave, or for those
not having tenure, and we will check these matters in my
to election meeting next month.
In making
office prior
·
·
na
ions,
please
give
the
name
of
the
department
as
nomi t ·
well as the per son' s name .
I might add that Professor Roebuck has already
been nominated by a written petition, which is permitted
under the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy·
DAVIS
f

John will keep score.

Professor Roebuck has been nominated.
urther nominations? Professor Green.

Are there

GREEN
I have a number of them here.
I might as
them at once, or r can do them one at a time.
Well give
·
Joe Goldberg, Law; Charles Mattox, Art
DEAN ADAMS

Mr. Mattox is retiring in June.

3/ 9/7 6, p. 6

GREEN
Anthropology.
DAVIS

I

-- Linda Estes, H.P.E.R.; Phil Bock,

Professor Steger.

STEGER

Koopmans, Mathematics.

DURRIE
By the way, nobody has to take these
down or anything, these will come out in the form of a
~llot at the next meeting. We will have biographical
sketches of each of the nominees.
DAVIS

Further nominations?
Douglas George, Art.

PROFESSOR REGENER
DAVIS

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

Joanna de Keyser, Music.

FACULTY MEMBER
Question of information. Are the
one s with the asterisks, are any of them eligible for reelection, John?
DURRIE

They are all elegible for reelection.

FACULTY MEMBER

Fine.

Thank you.

FACULTY MEMBER
In that case, I would like to
oominate Mr. Moellenberg from Education.
THORSON

Professor Cohen of Economics.

PROFESSOR COHEN
GREEN
DAVIS

The nomination is declined.

Professor Drummond of Elementary Educatio n .
Professor Schmidt.

.
PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
Philosophy.

Professor Goodman, from

would you pleas e wi t h dr a w my
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
name
f
r
som b om up there? r have been e lected senator, a n d
e ody else needs to be on this comm ittee.
DURRIE

All right.

•

3/9/76, p. 7

.DAVIS

Yes, sir.

FACULTY MEMBER
Charles Coates from Journalism;
and Linda Cordell from Anthropology.
FACULTY MEMBER

Anderson, Architecture.

I think I will withdraw my
PROFESSOR MOELLENBERG
name. I have served two years, and I would like to nominate Mary Harr is from Educational Foundation.
DURRIE

I think we need a couple more, because we

have already some duplications.

THORSON
DAVIS

Professor Peters, B.&A.S.
Back row.

FACULTY MEi.'1BER
DAVIS
THORSON
DAVIS

Professor Fred Sturm of Philosophy.

Professor Thorson.
George Miller from the Library.
Miller from the Library.

Professor Hamilton.
PROFESSOR HAMILTON
DURRIE
THORSON
DAVIS

Karl Koenig, Psychology.

I think he's in Psychiatry.
Psychiatry, yes.
Further nominations?

FACULTY MEMBER
Point of information. George
Miller is
· an assistant dean. noes that disqualify him?

it'

cer:

DURRIE
I think as far as the senate is concerned,
?nly senior deans who are involved. I am just not
ain about -- about this.
FACULTY MEMBER

can people from the same unit be

. -

3/9/76, p. 8

nominated?
DURRIE
DAVIS

Same what?
Two people from the same unit be nominated.

DURRIE
Oh, indeed, yes, and the one that gets the
highest score will be chosen.
FACULTY MEMBER
Library.
DAVIS

I place Mackey's name, from

Further nominations?

Tony.
PROFESSOR HILLERMAN
DAVIS

Jack Rhodes of Psychology.

Another nomination over here -- no?

Further nominations?

...

HAMILTON
I would like to question the assistant
dean, not that I am against him, I don't even know the
gentleman, but in the terms of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee, it's been kept fairly uncontaminated
by the administrative people, down to the point of
department chairmen, and I would say department chairmen
are no more dangerous than assistant deans. And I think
tha t that should be removed.
DURRIE
Well, I really think on reflection that
we have, for this particular election, excluded assistant
a~ associate deans, as well.
DAVIS
If there is no objection, the Chair will
rule that assistant and associate deans are not eligible
for election to the Committee.
So ordered.
Further nominations? If not, then, the Chair
ares
that this will be the slate, and will make up
th
e ball ot which
·
·
will be circulated by Mr. Durrie.

deci

There are a series of actions which involve
rofes
I would like to invite Professor
Thor sor Thor son.
son to come to the podium here.
p

a

...

3/9/76, p. 9

Next item of business concerns an announcement on
standing committee preferences.
THORSON

Standing
Committee
Preferences

Is Professor Rhodes here?

Thank you, Mr. President. Professor Rhodes is
actually supposed to make this, and a typographical error
stuck me in here, but Jack isn't here, anyway, so I will
make the announcement.
This concerns -DURRIE
THORSON

Prophetic, that's all.
Prophetic, yes.

This concerns the standing committee preference.
As you all should remember, you received a form on which
to list your preferences for standing committees. Those
are currently being processed by data processing, and we
will begin the final preparation of a committee slate some
time after the vacation.
I would suggest, however, that if you do have
strong preferences, that you write either directly to
myself or to Professor Rhodes, who is the chairman of the
Faculty Policy Committee's subcommittee on committees.
.
We will do our best to take all requests into consideration, and will then take the entire slate to the
~olicy Committee, which will approve it. We hope to have
it distributed to the entire Faculty prior to the last
meet·ing of the year so you will have a chance to look it
·
over 'mak e comments or suggestions at the f ina
· 1 mee t ing.
·
That's all there is in that.
Should turn directly to the next item

Amendment of

DAVIS
Next item, proposed change in Article One, Fa~ult¥ Con~ection One(b) of the Faculty Constitution relative to the stitu~ion
inclu ·
.
.
.
relative to
1t
· ~f
sion of initial three-year term in the Voting Facu Y·
Statem t .
.
. th
d Inc 1usion o
of
en is attached on page four, and this is
e secon Term Appointees
. two required discussions following which the matter
on voting
wi11 b e submitted
.
'
to a mail ballot.
Faculty THORSON

Mr. President, I move we take this off

t
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the table, and for discussion, and that it be submitted
for a mail ballot.
Moved that it be taken off the table for
DAVIS
discussion and submitted to a mail ballot.
Is there a
second?
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Seconded.

Moved and seconded.

Discussion.

If there is no discussion, I will call for the
question. All in favor of submitting this to the mail
ballot, signify by saying "aye"; opposed, "no". The
motion is carried.
Item number six, proposal for a master of science
degree in Nursing , and again call on Professor Thorson.
THORSON

Thank you, Mr. President.

This is complicated.
Usually, master's degrees are
proposed by the graduate dean. This proposal, this part~cular proposal has been undergoing development for some
time, has been approved by the Curriculum Committee, and
by the Graduate Commit tee, and the Faculty Policy
Committee, when we took this matter up a few weeks ago,
deci'd ed to proceed slightly unusually.
What we would like to do is propose that this program be provided contingent upon external funding.
Now,
this funding is available for the first year, we are sure.
There may be further changes in the future·
.
Further, our motion says this is not to be changed
without consultation between the academic vice-president
and the senate president. And that is the motion, and I
would like to speak to it, if it gets a second.
DAVIS

Motion made.

FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS
Thorson.
THORSON

Is there a second?

Seconded.

Motion made and seconded.

Call on Doctor

I would like to introduce Doctor Marion

Master of
Science Degree
Program in
Nursing

...
.~.
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Fleck, who has been instrumental in developing this
program . I would be glad to respond to any of the
questions about procedures, but I think as to the program
itself , Dean Murray and Doctor Fleck are in a much better
position to answer these questions than I am.
DAVIS
to cornmen t?

Doctor Fleck, or Dean Murray, do you wish

DEAN MURRAY
DAVIS

We are available for questioning.

They will stand available for questions.

Dean Spolsky.
DEAN SPOLSKY
This proposal comes, as Professor
Thorson has pointed out, with the approval of the Graduate
Committee. There are two slightly unusual features about
it which I think need to be drawn to the attention of the
Faculty.
The first is made clear by the form of the recommendation from the Faculty Policy Committee. Normally,
faculty members will remember, when a proposal for a
degree comes to the general Faculty, the last sentence
of the introduction is, 1'This will not cost any money."
Somehow or other the academic vice-president explains
how 1· t wi· 1 1 not cost any money.
·
In this case, we have the procedure being followed
th~t presumably was intended, that is to say, before the
University or the institution starts to commit funds, and
starts to commit efforts to the -- to a new program,
there is consultation with the Faculty.
In other words, the Faculty is being asked at this
:tage to say, "Yes"
it believes we should develop the
aculty, we should ~eek the funds, we should develop the
program, to make it possible to develop a master's program in Nursing.
It's in this spirit that the Graduate Committee
:~~roved the proposal, with the understandin~ that when
faculty have actually been hired, they will have a
~han~e to look at the detailed program that will be esabl1shed.
The Graduate committee has looked at a fairly full

(

.

. ..
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description of the kinds of program that it is assumed
will fill the needs of a master's program in Nursing,
and the Graduate Committee found this an excellent proposal in its present shape, but it would expect to be
assured finally that the details of the proposal are
worked out.
The Graduate Committee proposes to have the faculty
to handle this kind of a program, and as the approval for
the graduate instruction is already within the mandate of
the Graduate Committee, it is assumed that the Graduate
Conunittee will maintain that degree of supervision over
the development of the program.
The one that the Graduate Committee felt unable to
pass on specifically was the funding, and the fact that
the Faculty Policy Cornrni ttee, therefore, has raised this
~estion, I think is perfectly reasonable.
Those two differences, then, essentially, recognizing that the details of the proposal will need to be
worked out once the faculty are hired, and recognizing
that we are giving approval to a program before there
has been full commi trnent, before we have the courses,
~fore we have the faculty, and I think the important one
that we should realize and pointing that out, I am happy
on behalf of the Graduate Committee to support this proposal.
DAVIS

Further discussion?

Doctor Travelstead.

VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. President, members
of the Faculty, I have discussed this matter for probably
t~o years with members of the Nursing faculty, and I would
like to commend Doctor Fleck who is
· instrurnen
·
t a 1 in
·
putt·ing this proposal together.
'
It is well thought out, and on behalf of the state
.
.
. .
There
e, i t is a proper move forward, in my opinion.
stu . is no such program in the state, and yet, all the
dies I have seen indicate that there should be at least
~~e master's program. · I think this program points in that
irection of being a good one.
as a wh 1

.0

Mr.
With

Thor would like to emphasize points made bodthtbyl
th
rson and Mr. Spolsky.
In fact, I talke a
eng
the Policy Committee about this matter, and agreed

36
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with them that that stipulation -- I didn't have to -they didn't have to twist my arm.
I didn't have to twist
theirs about the financial aspects of it, because this is,
indeed, a major matter.
And unless and until funding is continued on the
outside, at least until the program gets started and this
Faculty wishes then to take up further greater responsihllity, which the stipulation, I believe, calls for, that
no change be made unless and until it comes back from
the Faculty Senate.
And there was some consultation; I do support it,
I think it's unfortunate that we do not have the funds

now to start a program as worthy as this on our own
funds, but since those funds are not forthcoming and no
chance of getting them for this next year, I think it's
necessary that the Faculty give the stamp of approval:
it will be funded next year by outside funds.
I don't know if you noticed these figures on the
bottom of page nine on the paper, not only program and
faculty, but even for buildings, there's some grants that
are possible for this which if they come through, will be
quite an asset to the University.
So with these stipulations and understanding, I
~so support the proposal.
DAVIS

Further discussion?

Professor Rosenblum.
PROFESSOR ROSENBLUM
I, too, would like to urge
the F acu 1 ty to support this proposal.
A couple of years ago r was chairman of the task
that investigated the needs of the Nursing profession
in
th·
t
is state, and as Vice-President Travelstead suggested
/ you, it was indicated that a master's program of that
lnd was absolutely mandatory if the needs of the citizens
of th.
is state were to be met.
f

. 0 rce

So I would urge the Faculty to support this propor will be a big man in my house
tonight.

~l; but if you do,

r

r
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DAVIS

..

Those things are important.

Further discussion? If not, are you ready for the
question? All in favor of the motion to approve the program contingent upon funding and further consultation with
the Faculty in the event of implementation, I think I
paraphrased that -- signify by saying "aye"; opposed,
"no". The motion is carried.
Next item of business, proposed revision of employment policy, on page ten.
Professor Thorson.
Employment PolicyRevision regardThank
you,
Mr.
President.
THORSON
ing Granting of
Graduate
Degrees
I would like to move that the Faculty adopt the
to Faculty
revision of the granting of graduate degrees to faculty Members
members,found on page ten of your agenda.
DAVIS

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS
THORSON
comment?

Seconded.

Any discussion?
Could I, Mr. President, could I make one

This was before the Faculty in December, was referred back to the Graduate Committee for minor revisions.
T~ose have been made, and it's now reintroduced at this
time.
.
DAVIS
Any discussion on this motion? If not, all
in :avor of approval signify by saying "aye" i opposed.
ob.on is carried.
Second, replacement
THORSON

is that both of them?

Yes, that was.

Annual Report of
reportAthletic
council;
DAVIS
Next item of business is the annual
compliance with
of the Athletic Council. Professor Parker·
Title Nine
Mr. Chairman, report of the
Athl . PROFESSOR PARKER
Faculty
is included in the agenda
etic Council for the
f
or th'is meeting.
I would like to move the acceptance of this report

.
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by the Faculty, and should that be seconded, be happy to

respond to questions, and would like to make just a couple
of brief comments concerning the report.

made.

DAVIS
All right.
Is there a second?
FACULTY MEMBER

Motion for acceptance has been

Seconded.

Motion has been made and seconded.
DAVIS
open for discussion.
PROFESSOR PARKER
the report.

Now

Just a few brief comments about

You will notice that there is a minority report
that appears near the end of the report prepared by
Janet Roebuck, a member of the Council, and she may wish
t o make some comment concerning that minority report. And
I would like to give her an opportunity to do so.
Also, I am passing around -- and I hope you will
get a copy of it -- an amendment -- or an addition, I
guess -- to the budget information that is supplied to
you concerning the athletic program.
Linda Estes, who is the head
:thletic program, has asked that we
udget, but the actual expenditures
:~ich are quite a difference there,
e two figures.

of the women's
include not only the
for this present year,
as you will compare

I will be happy now, if Janet would like to make
any conunent concerning her report, to recognize her to do
so.
PROFESSOR ROEBUCK
You have the minority report
~~tached to this, and I would like to tell you a little
it how it came about and then substitute this.
(Jj-I

~Jhe February meeting of the Athletic Council, I
!~:~ested that the report as enacted was inadequate, . and
.
We should in this year tell the Faculty about Title
ine
·
of T~ b ecause~ for example, the penalties for noncomp 1 iance
I also suggested that we
h J.tle Nine ~ s o severe.
S 0Uld ·
' h th e
re u. include in our report a plan to comply wit
q irements of Title Nine by its deadline of the summer

5

,

..
;

' ~~

I

'
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of 1978.
This was not too well received by the Council. As
~u will notice, the minority report was a minority of one
signing it.
The response to this varied~ .It didn't make much
sense to me, but it included, for example, we need not
~11 the Faculty about Title Nine, and about Title Nine's
penalties because it would only worry you.
I thought you would be concerned about this peace
of mind, and reasonably touched by this.
We were also told that women's athletics made
great strides. Women's athletics didn't need much more
than a dressing room to bring them to a standard of
equal opportunities.
Also told them grants in aid were so few because
Linda Estes pref erred culture rather than use some for
grants; might speculate on that basis, if means grants
are solely to compensate for their fat culture.
.
Or one might speculate as to why, if Linda provides good coaching, she manages to get all her good
coaches, all of them I emphasize, for just over twentyo
,
/e thousand dollars, when we pay almost twenty-three
housand dollars for just one head basketball coach.
In other words, the responses seemed to me to make
little sense.
The end result of my plea for planning and to tell
you about Title Nine was a refusal to do so, and so I
sug
'
I d~ested I would present
to you a minority report, because
1.d think you should be informed about this.
m . I have no idea what happened between the February
eet1.ng a n d t h e March meeting,
.
. was an a b ou t-f ace
but it
~: the notion of planning.
Possibly the thing ~hat.
r ppened between the two meetings was that my minority
Meport was written as was in the printing plant by the
-abo
arch rn.ee t·1.ng, and it was obviously was going
·
t o t e 11 you
r ut it, and it might have looked a little silly if we
efused th e plan altogether.

.

.

36
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At the last meeting, at the March meeting, the
Athletic Council did set up a council to revise a plan to
comply with the requirements of Title Nine, which suggested
the Athletic Council will respond to these requests, but
it seems to me that it -- the suggestion is that it will
respond to these requests only behind those requests,
stands the possibility of general Faculty action.
In other words, reason alone, it seems to me, does
not necessarily prevail on this party. The monolith of
established male athletics was very resistent to inquiry,
very resistent to planning, very resistent to change.
We
find all kinds of evidence to that in the past few days.
I offer as further evidence of that, the fact that
was suggested at the last meeting , that the manner in
which the committee members, the members of the Athletic
Council, be chosen, be revised and in the future the six
faculty representatives on the council be chosen in consultation with the president and the athletic director,
and, of course, he's an ex officio member.
That was rejected by the Council, but it suggested
to me that the monolith is reluctant to take the faculty
members not acceptable to it, and not chosen by it.
In the materials given to you in my minority
report, although concentrated in certain areas, are
sufficient to say that women's athletics does not have
~he opportunities that the male athletics in this
institution have.
Simple justice on behalf of our population
suggests that we change this situation. Title Nine
and I might add our Equal Rights Amendment to the State
of New Mexico
,
·
·
-- require that we change the situation.
We must change the situation.
In other words we should plan to change our
athl e t ic
· policies we ' must plan to change our athletic
·
poli
.
'
.
h cies. And Title Nine, moreover, requires that we
fave the plan by this summer, either June or July -- I
orget which -- but certainly t h is summer.
to

So now we have Athletic council with a subcommittee
draw up a plan. As you all know, there's a big differen ce between setting up a subcommittee, and the
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subcommittee actually doing anything.
The general
Faculty, this body, may decide to adjudicate its responsibility to the athletic program: let the Athletic
Department go its own way and be prepared to take the
consequences of the inaction which may well be seen -which may well be institution-wide.
Or it may decide to try and bring its influence
to bear on the sides of both justice and legality.
I
think the Faculty pressure is important on this issue.
If a Faculty wishes to do that, this body should not
accept the present report which is inadequate, but should
require that the Athletic Council present its report
again, this time complete to the equal opportunities, by
the end of this semester, which would be in accordance
with Title Nine requirements on the planning.
Accordingly, I move that this report of the
Athletic Council be rejected, and that the Athletic
Council be required to submit a new report to the general
Faculty , a report containing a plan to meet the provisions of the equal opportunities in the Athletic
Department in accordance with Title Nine guidelines, to
the last general Faculty Meeting of this semester·
DAVIS

There is a motion on the floor to accept

the -ROEBUCK
Mr· Chairman.
DAVIS

I was proposing that as a substitute,

Who is the parliamentarian here?

It's

m~ impression
.
.
that a substitute motion has to be con-

nstent with the original.
He said "accepted", I sai. d II reJ• ec t e d" ·
That seems to be
I asked for a few things off besides
rejected.
ROE BUCK

DAVIS
PARKER

Do you think there's a substitution?
No, I d on ' t •

substitute
DAVIS
The Chair rules this is not a
motion.
.
· t th e
mot·
You can advise
that the people vote agains
cha ion to accept, which in effect would have some of the
forr:cteristics of your motion, without the stipulation
he added report .

,..

;:I

~-
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Like to -- Doctor Parker has asked to react .

.
-

..J r

PARKER
Linda said.

Let me react just a half-second to what

This -- Janet, I'm sorry.
Excuse me.
I am used
~ Linda giving me trouble about women's athletics, and
so that's the reason that slipped.
There is, I think, a difference here between what
the rnajori ty of the Athletic Council £el t, and what Janet
felt, and really is a basis, really, of impetus.
Janet feels like the Faculty should exert pressure
~ the Athletic Council to develop a plan, I think,
regardless of whether that pressure, in fact, does come
from the Faculty or not, is that we will develop a plan
by the end of this semester, that the plan of this
corrunittee to do so.
This committee has not begun work at this point
because other matters have developed, you may have noticed
the last few days, and that's kept me busy, and I haven't
reall y contacted the people on the committee to get them
organized.
So I think whether the Council or the Faculty
~ink s the Council needs some pressure from the Faculty
to get the committee working, or not, that is the question.

I really don't think it does. I am not really
sure
th
t
J ane t ' s or
.
at , you know which motion you accep,
mine ' i ·s going
·
'
to have
any significant effect on h ow t h e
A
thl e t.ic Council performs.
One other comment I would make, I think most of the
remark s that Janet indicated were made in that meeting are
correct, but I would point out that a number of them were
made by members of the Council, but by people in the
thletic Department.

:at

I don't think for that reason they really represented th e view
·
t
of the faculty members or t h e s t u d ens
on
t
he
Cou
·
d
·
·
t
t
·
the A ncil, but in some respects, the a minis ra ors in
thletic Department.
Yes?

...
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PROFESSOR MACKEY

I would like to speak.

For one thing, it is not complete, the report is
oot complete.
In the body of the report it says the
coach evaluation form is attached; it is not attached.
There are no notes to the Lobo Club financial statements.
I would like to be able to read the notes to a financial
statement that tells you a great deal about the finances
of an organization.
I would also like to speak against accepting it,
because if the Athletic Council is so concerned about
athletics for all of the university athletes, male and
female, and the Athletic Council members were not wishing
to harass Janet.

I think that she should have included in the annual
report the fact that you were going to develop a plan for
compliance with Title Nine.
I was reading a report and was distressed to see
that five hundred and twelve thousand eight hundred and
ninety-eight dollars was spent for grants in aid in
!974-75 for two hundred and ninety-nine athletes. That's
total male and female athletes. That's an average of
seventeen hundred and fifteen dollars per person.
However, in actuality the men received an average
of eighteen
·
'
hundred and thirty
dollars, and the females
received an average of three hundred and ninety-eight
dollars. There's a bit of a discrepancy in that
act·1 v1ty.
·
Are the men worth fifteen hundred dollars more
per year?
h
The training table which is included in this five
Undrea
and twelve thousand dollars is over forty thousand
dOlla
' '
rs. Under the grants in aid the men have a training
tab1 e. The women do not. The men ' have twenty-two thousand
~or books, the men -- the women have nothing for books.
o women not need support for books? Do women athletes
not need a training table? They can just' you know,
manage on their own for their goods and nutrition,
· ·
I am
sure they can.
But there are too many discrepancies in the way
f
·
themale sand male athletes are treated, as far as accep t ing
e report and accepting a verbatim statement that we are
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wrking on a plan: Title Nine went into effect in June of
'75, You should have had a plan ready by now.
DAVIS

Linda.

PROFESSOR ESTES
I agree there are too many
discrepancies. There's a couple of things, the training
table is debatable, it's something I have never really
~lieved in and never requested, and I think they have
taken the training table out for the men.
Is that right?
we ll, I thought they stopped it.
Secondly, is if it wasn't put in there, that we get
books, we do. We have an athlete on an athletic scholarship also gets the books. So I take it that was just
ioc luded under men's section.
But the rest of what you said, I agree with.

It'

DAVIS

Doctor Thorson.

THORSON
I would like to move for an amendment,
which is that we accept the report as presented, and
direct the Ath.letic council to return a report to this
body by the end of this semester concerning a plan for
compliance with Title Nine.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

DAVIS
It's been moved and seconded, an amendment
to accept the report but to instruct the Athletic Council
t~ return with a report which would indicate compliance
with Title Nine.
FACULTY MEMBER
Point of order.
already a motion on the floor?

Isn't there

DAVIS
There is a motion, but this is a motion
that is in order, it's an amendment to the original motion.
Discussion on the amendment?
l 'k

PROFESSOR RHODES
Point of information.
I would
l e t o know a little bit about Title Nine, because I
d
on't really know much about it.

Does Title Nine apply to all funds in an athletic

. 371

, .tl'lf
,,!

t

... .
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program, or does it apply to those funds put in by the
University?
I would like to pass that on to Linda,
ROEBUCK
who knows more about it •
ESTES
It applies to all funds.
There was a
paddle when it went through the congress, the thing that
the N.C.A.A. wanted to do was extend any support which
they considered revenue-producing. They were talking
about football and basketball. Even the football is not
revenue-producing.
They call it "revenue-producing", all
right, in theory.
Congress flat out said, "No", there were no
exemptions. The way they look at it, I guess, is before
the sports became, say, revenue-producing, there were
thousands and thousands and thousands of dollars that
went to get them there. And they are saying, I guess,
women's athletics has the same right to the same thing,
~ the sports were not omitted.
RHODES

Thank you.

PROFESSOR COOPER
On this motion, it seems the
last three or four years we have listened to reports just
like today from the Athletic Council, nudging up to, and
not
·
. d oing
anything honest-to-goodness about that situation. I am tired of this.
I think we should say, "Get with it," comply with
the 1 aws , with the spirit of the laws, and we are not
tre a t ing
·
women's athletics fairly on our campus.
DAVIS

Further discussion on the amendment?

PROFESSOR BAKER
When we are discussing Title
ine, when we are discussing it in the context of
athlet 1· <2f,' we should keep in mind Title
·
·
·
to
Nine
per t ains
the
·
·
· · t ion
·
b . edu ca t ion
amendment, prohibits discrimina
on th e
asis of sex in all federally funded education programs;
Underlined emphasis, the "all" •

N'

It applies to the entire University.
Not only
must we present a plan for removing discrimina
·
· · t ion
·
f rom
our athl etic
· programs by July 21st, 1976, but we mus t
conduct a self-evaluation of the entire University
·
·
to

...

."
lol!

,

..
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~entify sex discrimination in the entire University, not
just athletics.

I think as you consider your response to the problem of athletics, it's important to bear in mind that
twice in the last two years this University has been
found not in compliance with regulations relating to
both sex and race discrimination, and the Title Nine, in
many ways, parallels the requirements of other University
regulations that pertain to federal contractors.
This University, as you all know, is one -- is a
wry large federal contractor, Schools of Engineering,
Medicine, Education, are all involved in federal projects . This is what is affected.
Janet was referring to funds.
She's not just
thinking of athletic funds, but funds for the entire
Un iversity , and it is that which underlies her concern
and the concern of many of us, that this University be
in compliance with federal regulations relating to
di scrimination.
DAVIS
amendment.
PARKER
comments.

Doctor Parker, still speaking to the

Yes,

r

want to respond to one of the

I would like to point out that the Athletic
Council over the past -- at least five years -- had
supported wholeheartedly the budget that has been
presented to the Athletic Department by the director of
women's athletics.
I think perhaps to some extent as a result of that
support, there have been significant strides made. There
are some still really totally ridiculous situations. For
example, I think the members of the women's basketball
team b uy their own tennis shoes.
· not
The men's team is
asked to buy their own tennis shoes, and there's really
no excuse for that kind of stupidity, but it continues.
.
I would hope that as a result of the work of the
omrnittee, that is being formed that things like this
Would
·
'
·
D
unmediately
come to the attention
of the Athletic
epartment, and would be dealt with effectively.

C

3i'3

'
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By the way, we have supported the women's budget
md asked that it be funded, even if this meant taking
money out of the men's program. That was almost always
usually unanimously supported. 11 Almost unanimously, 11
because remember, we have one alumni member on the Athletic
Council.
DAVIS

Further discussion on the amendment?

ROEBUCK
One thing on the amendment: did Professor
Thorson' s amendment include a time?
THORSON
ROEBUCK

By the end of this semester.
By the last meeting of this semester?

DAVIS
The amendment was that the report be
accepted and that the Faculty Athletic committee be
~arged with reporting back to the Faculty prior to the
end of the semester with regards to compliance of Title
Nine.
Further discussion?
FACULTY MEMBER

Like to call the question.

DAVIS
All right, the question has been called on
the amendment.
All in favor of the amendment, say "aye"; opposed.
The motion is carried, the motion is amended.
Further discussion on the original motion as
amended, to accept the report with the stipulation that
t ~e Athletic committee report back on compliance with
Title N ine
·
by the end of the semester.
MACKEY
I would like to speak once more against
accep ting the report, period.
When you make statements like the women's baskethall team buys their own tennis shoes, and the Athletic
C
· ·
1
0 uncil cannot exert any pressure to get a dd itiona
f
Und'
balling
to buy the tennis shoes for the women's basket.
team, this is outrageous, to me.
It should -- I
Just can , t comprehend this.

.
. 37
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PARKER
Well, all I can point out is the Athletic
Council is in an advisory role, and we advise that Linda's
budget be accepted and they receive that amount of funds.
But they do not ever receive that amount of funds.
Now, that decision comes from somewhere else, not
from the Athletic Council.
Further discussion on acceptance of the
DAVIS
report as amended?
PROFESSOR HOWARTH
information.

I would like to ask a point of

Does it make any difference whether we accept this
report or not? My impression is that the Athletic
Department goes on its merry way regardless what the
Athletic Council does, and what the Faculty says.
I am
wondering if we are not wasting our time?
DAVIS
information?

To whom are you addressing the point of

HOWARTH

To you.

DAVIS
The recommendations of the council are
advisory in nature.
This is an administrative decision,
and that the administration is always cognizant and
sensitive to Faculty opinion on issues pertaining to the
purchase of basketball shoes for the women, I can assure
you I will support that.
Doctor Hamilton.
HAMILTON
I would like to -- I don't mean or
intend to put my colleague Professor Parker, on the spot
del i· b erately, but he alluded
'
a bit ago to the fact that
the Co uncil
· approves a budget that comes f rom th e womens
'
athlet
· d irector,
·
· t ampere d
.
ic
which apparently, then, is
with at some higher echelon of command.
Would you be willing to spell that out specifically to this Faculty, who does the tampering?
.
DAVIS
The recommendation of the council is advisor
·
· submitt~
·
d b Y.
the ay in ~ature, that the -- a budget.is
thletic director to the vice-president for financial

.
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affairs, for approval and final approval.
HAMILTON

Is the alteration done after?

DAVIS
I don't think I have ever been through one.
I would assume that any charges that are made would be in
oonsultation with the athletic director and the vice~esident for ·financial affairs.
I wonder if Mr. Parker can respond,
HAMILTON
because he is familiar.
PARKER

I will try to respond.

I think this is correct -- Linda, please support
me if this is correct: our recommendation goes to the
athletic director.
I think in each of the last several
years, at least, I can remember the athletic director has
always supported the budget that Linda has asked for; that
that budget then goes to John Durrie's office where it is
forwarded to the B.E.F , and to my knowledge, the B.E.F.
has not ever provided any additional support for women's
athletics in any way, shape, or form. None comes from
the legislature.
And so when it gets back here on campus, I don't
know who makes the decision but somehow the money is
d. .
,
1v1ded up again, and the women
don't get as much as we
recommended, or the athletic director recommended they
get.
FACULTY MEMBER
I would like to say that the
question of Faculty opinion in sympathy to it is not
relevant.
It is a guideline of the law, and again the
compliance with the law is what should be involved, just
:~.in terms of the Faculty plan which is also a part of
ls, and I would like to know what the status of that
plan is, and when it will be made available to us.
Perhaps that will answer some of our questions.
PARKER

Well, if this motion

DAVIS
I don't think it's pertinent to the question
~t th~ present time. The Affirmative Action Plan, however,
ls bei ng d eveloped and as soon as it is
·
f ina
· 1 ize
·
d I am
sure it wi· 1 1 be published
'
· bl e.
and made availa

.

y

'

-(·

,,
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At the present time we are expecting a visit from
H,E, W. regional official tomorrow, for discussions in
terms of the Affirmative Action Plan, tomorrow.
Further discussion?
John.
GREEN
I think it would be proper to defeat the
acceptance of the report, and then offer to the floor a
~tion to -- that the Athletic Council report back.
I don't want to lose that.
Would this not be
possible, to defeat the motion as it now stands, then
introduce a new one that the Athletic Council, indeed,
~epare a plan and report back before the end of the
semester? This is
The current motion as amended is that this
DAVIS
portion of the report be accepted, and that a further
report on the compliance of Title Nine be brought back to
the Faculty.
GREEN
I know that, but if we wipe this motion
out, then, that takes care of the amendment, also, and I
am asking you, will you entertain a motion from the floor?
DAVIS
is defeated.
floor.

I will entertain a motion if this motion
I would entertain a related motion from the

GREEN

Thank you

DAVIS

Professor Schmidt.

SCHMIDT
I had a point of information in light of
:~e recent Lobo things: what happens to the scholarships
en a player ceases to play? Do the scholarships cease,
or do they continue to get paid?
DAVIS

This is directed to the Chair.

I would answer that the commitment for a grant in
aid is for the academic year, an d t h e gran t
1· n a1· d continues regardless whether the player is playing.
.
PROFESSOR Mis:NI$[

Did Mr. Thorson'a amendment of
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acceptance of the report -- I think we already accepted it.
DAVIS
No, as I understood his motion, it was to
amend the motion to accept by adding the stipulation.
Further discussion?
mot ion as amended --

If not , all in favor of the

FACULTY MEMBER
I have a question.
If this is
accepted, does that mean that the parts that were alluded
to by Janet, would that be included in this report, or if
this is accepted right now, does that mean those parts
would be excluded?
DAVIS
As the Chair interprets the motion, it was
to include those provisions necessary to comply with
Titl e Nine. It did not specify the other items which were
ment ioned.
PARKER

May I respond to that, if I could?

.
I would be happy, I don ' t know how that page got
omitted, it was included in the report last year.
So -but I will be happy to provide copies of that to Faculty,
and also, I do not have the notes for the Lobo statement,
8~ I can't give you those, but I will get those and
circu late those to the Faculty also.
So if the motion is approved, or if not approved,
1 will make that information available·
DAVIS

Miss Roebuck.

ROEBUCK
Mr. Chairman, there seems to be confusion,
how do we vote on this and which -- what does the voting
mean?
It seemed to me initially that the motion as
amended by Jim Thorson was quite acceptable, but I do
have th e feeling that if we vote down this motion,
.
p
rofessor Green is going to present a much stronger one,
so that my feelings are that the stronger one would carry
more clout.
And I would like to see this motion on the floor
as c urrently amended , defeated.
DAVIS

Further discussion?
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If not, call for the question.
All in favor of the motion to accept the report
as amended, for supplemental report by the Committee pertaining to Title Nine, by the end of the semester, signify
by saying ·'aye"; opposed.
Chair rules that the motion is defeated.
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Division of the house.

Call for division of the house.

All those voting "aye", please signify by standing.
Those opposed.
The Chair rules that it clearly lost.
Chair recognizes Professor Green.
GREEN
I move that the Athletic Council be
d~rected by the Faculty to prepare a plan for complianc e
with Title Nine with regard to the athletic situation at
the University of New Mexico, and to report back to the
Faculty not later than the last Faculty Meeting of this
semester.
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS

Seconded.

Moved and seconded.

Discussion?
MACKEY
I wonder if you would accept a friendly
amendment that they would include in that report the Lobo
Club financial statement with those, plus -- what did they
call that?
coachrs evaluation forms, since they failed
to include
·
it in the materials that they handed out today.
GREEN
I don't know that that is necessary,
aecause they are going to have to resubmit the report for
icceptance, anyway, and I am sure that this will be
nclud ed.
I suspect it will.

b

th
DAVIS
Chair's interpretation of the motion is
T'at the report be resubmitted with the compliance to
ltleN'ine provisions prior to the end o f th'
i s semes t er:

.
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is this correct interpretation?
GREEN

Yes, I think that's correct.

DAVIS

Further discussion?

Motion made and seconded.

All in favor say "aye";

opposed.
The motion is carried.
PARKER
Mr. Chairman, I would point out that it
will be -- probably cost one woman's scholarship to duplicate this report again, and -GREEN
SCHMIDT
scholarship.

That's not very much.
You can subtract it from the men's

DAVIS
All right, item number nine, Professor
Thorson speaking to portion of proposed new Student
Constitution.
Professor Thorson.
THORSON
Mr. President, I would like to move
adoption of pages thirty-one through thirty-five in your
agenda for today.
This essentially is a revision of the
bylaws of the Faculty pertaining to Student Standards
Committee.
I move its adoption.
FACULTY MEMBER
DAVIS
on any item?

Proposed Revisio1
of ASUNM Constitution~
student standards and
Grievance
conunittee

Seconded.

Moved and seconded.

PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN

Is there discussion

What does "adoption" mean?

Hil

THORSON
Mr. chairman, this proposal, which Tony
lerman had a lot to do with the writing of, comes to
re~pond directly as change to the bylaws. The bylaws of
this
·
a11 F aculty are binding on the Faculty. They essentiy amount to a change in the charge to one of our
stand·ing committees.
Now, what has happened is that the students approved
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an earlier draft, and that's why the typographical confusion at times in the draft which is before you; the
students took their draft to a student election and had
it ratified.
We then proposed an additional wording, explanatory wording, which are those portions found between
brackets , and we present that to you now for ratification
as Faculty policy.
BAUGHMAN'

May I ask ano ther question?

This means that this is Faculty action that we are
~king, on a Faculty proposal today, not on the Student
Constitution?
THORSON
BAUGHMAN
DAVIS

That's correct.
May I speak to that, Mr. President?
Yes.

BAUGHMAN
These sections of the proposed Student
Constitution remind me of something that I have been
advo cating for about six years, and that's the establish ment of an ombudsman on the campus, because that se em s to
me the only way to handle these problems that arise between
students and teachers.

I am also not sure just what we are doing with the
se~tion of the Student Constitution, or what we are
do ing - - I th.ink, really what we are d oing
.
. recomis
mend ing
'
something to the ' president and the Regents,
be~ause I don't think we as a Faculty have the power to
shift
d iscipline
·
·
· · t ra.
of Faculty members from the a d minis
t~on to a joint -- to any kind of committee' and especially to a Joint
· ·
student faculty commi· tt ee.
I would like to explain why.
There are two basic constitutional issues involved
here . These need full and frank discussion, and I am not
sure
·
I
thi we have time enough for that this afternoon, 7ince
h nk the constitutional issue would seem to me this
S
·
thOUld b e held over for another thirty
days f or more
ought and discussion.
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First, there's a shift of a part of the faculty
disciplinary powers from the administration to an appointive student faculty committee, an appointive student
faculty committee.
Second, there is, in t h e present language of the
~ xt, the language that results in an adversary position
of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee in its
relation with a faculty member.
This I have been fighting
against for five years, or six years.
I thought that h a d
been laid to rest, but here it is again.
I have more to
say on that in a minute.
I hope we are clear, what we are voting for, for
iliese reasons: one thing the student body doesn't have is
the power to shift the disciplinary function from the
administration to a committee, from what I read in the
Faculty Handbook.
And secondly, the Faculty doesn't have the power
t o shift disciplinary functions from the administration
t o a Faculty committee, or a student committee, or to
any cornrni t tee •
.
Faculties make policy, administrations handle
discipline and other personnel matters.
.
However, the most dangerous aspect of the text I
f ind is in statements in lines three seventy-seven and
seve~ty-eight on page thirty-two, the line that reads - t o pick up the subject of the sentence, "The Committee
may cite
·
the faculty member to the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Cornrni ttee for action."
Now, the fact that that sentence appears, means to
me that whoever considered this has not gone into the
P~ssibili ties of what "actions" means here·
Just what
kind of sanctions will the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Comm ittee
·
invoke? This is a tremendously knotty problem.
We hav e never, never answered it.
r

We' v e got only one or two rules regarding c la ssoom. behavior of people and one of them is the "no
1
esmokin g 11 rule.
The Administration hasn 1 t b een a bl e t o
t ~en enforce that one.
How are you going to enforce
ese rules?
As I say,

r

have objected to the adversary

.,
•

·!'
,1 .

'~ t

I
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relationship of the Academic Freedom and Tenure
committee against Faculty.
The Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee, you can read every word in the act,
is there to protect me, you, us, from the administration
in matters of academic freedom and tenure.
Once you put the added burden of protecting
students' academic freedom on this aommi ttee, the
Committee will be hopelessly muddled up, bogged down.
I have said this before; apparently it hasn't had
the effect -- maybe I haven't said it recently enough.
Maybe people haven't thought about it in this way.
But ask yourselves this question: "How are you,
as an Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, going to
discipline your colleague?"
The new committee is really an appointive committee. It's referred to as an "elective committee,"
but as I read the material, there are only two elective
committees, one of these is the Policy Committee and the
other is the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
Now, if this goes through, I would assume that we
would want the same kind of care taken in the election
that we have in the election of the members of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
So I want to leave these two questions with you:
"How do we" -- "Can we bring about such a shift of
faculty d 1sc1pl1nary
·
·
.
powers?"
And, "What happens if we turn the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee into an adversary committee?"
DAVIS

Further discussion?

Tony Hillerman.
HILLERMAN

I might respond to Doctor Baughman.

f
As usual, in debate Ernie g ets right to the heart
oh the issue, and what is important about this is exac tly
w. at Ernie
·
·
those
put his fin g er on: pag e thirty-two,
1
lnes i n clause three seventy-one.

But you may have gotten the impression that the

sa
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Grievance Cornmi ttee would be in the business of disciplining faculty members.
It wouldn't be.
It would be as
it is now, in the business of dealing with students'
grievances.
If the Grievance Committee did determine
that a faculty member was in fact in the wrong in such a
dispute, then, i t would refer the issue to the Committee,
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
Now, I think maybe our basic disagreement here,
mine with Ernie, is that Ernie says the business of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee is to protest the
academic freedom of the Faculty, and I say the purpose of
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee is to defend
academic freedom, and that includes also defending it
from a minuscule percentage of the faculty who abuse that
freedom and use the authority that their position as
faculty member gives them to abuse students.
If we allow -- the Faculty allows that to continue,
then, academic freedom, since it is abused, is going to be
in danger.
In the two or three years we have worked on
this, we have accumulated plenty of cases -- not an awful
lot, but enough -- to demonstrate that a few faculty
members -- and they are very few~- have abused academic
freedom.
The worse case that comes to mina, I will disguise
some, involved a freshman girl who was
whose faculty
member suggested that -- that -- maybe I think maybe
I' 11 skip that.
Well, since it's a public meeting maybe I should
give a little less words, but I think all of you have
seen a few cases like this.
If we really want to protect academic freedom,
w~ need to protect this Faculty from those few irresponsible f aculty members who abuse academic
· free d om.
h·
Tis
s~stem would allow if a faculty member is abusing their
r1 h
'
.
Cog ~s, and prerogatives, it would allow the Grievanc~
mrnittee to call this to the attention of the Academic
Freedo
m and Tenute Committee.
Now, we checked this out, we worked on this with
S
andy 'WI.th
·
· Free a om an d
the chairman of the Academic
T
enure. c0 mm1.ttee,
·
·
t ed
here
and the language that has b een inser
1.s originated from Doctor Cohen, to simply protect

..

4

'.
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faculty rights, which, of course, we all want to do,
~yway . I think it's an extremely i mportant portion.
DAVIS
The Chair would like to recognize Alan
Wil son, preside nt of the student body .
MR . WILSON

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

One explanatory reason as to why it's before the
Faculty; the Student Constitution has to be ratified , all
the changes including these that you have before you, by
the Regents . And once the Regents ratify it, that would
be essentially i mplemented in that the ~tud ent Standard s
Committee, as i t is currently written in the Handbook and
Student Constitution, is being altered.
Then, assuming both bodies vote on it and have the
situation -- to carry a little bit further what
Mr: Hillerman was saying, the concept behind this
Grievance Committee is in recognition of the fact that
any kind of a grievance, we are dealing with two different
individuals. One is the faculty member or staff member -~ want to stress it's not just faculty -- and the other
is the student, and that both have certain right s a nd
responsibilities which have to be recognized .
So the concept behin d the referral to the Academic
Freedom and Tenure committee beyond the Student Standards
and Grievance Committee is this: that the student, if
their grievance is found to be valid, needs to have
sufficient redress applied that they have a right to have
whatever wrong readministered, but that the faculty
member should not be judged or reprimanded by a committee of
both s t u d ents and faculty members, that they are in
.
a
profession; they there f ore have initial judgment,
anyway, as to any' action taken
'
at t hem specifically
should be done by their peers .

T
So, the referral to the Academic Freedom and
enure Cornmi ttee.
Now, the bracketed and indented parts of th is are
secti
·
· , are exp 1 anatory
Par ons which,
as Mr . Hil lerman said
F agraphs which were first by Doctor Cohen,and the
t~CUlty Policy Conunittee moved to pass that it be put on
ste agenda along with the way, the method in which the
Udents passed it.
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we have gone over all these samples, and I don't
mean to push a point too far or anything, because I understand the concept itself as you see it right now is
different, and perhaps difficult for some people to change
comfortably.
But, to carry it a little further, there is a
section which in the opinion of a number of student
officials who have gone over this over the pa st week,
change inherently the aspect of this committee.
What we would like is for this Faculty, and perhaps some student officials here will be passing a copy
of this amendment out, what we would like is for the
Faculty to consider the amendment, also, as a separate
motion and discuss it, also, before they get to the
voting on this policy as you see it now.
Just briefly, I will explain what it does. And
obviously, this is the one, perhaps, that is going to be
the most controversial, because what it suggests is that
faculty member uses undue consideration in assigning a
grade, and that could be well established before the
Student Standards and Grievance Committee, that the
~ri~vance Committee would have not only the authority to
indicate that undue considerations were used, but they
would have the authority to remove that grade.
Now, I think that's very important , and I understand that it goes directly to the heart of the basic
concept of academic freedom.
However, we are trying very hard in the course of
establishing this Committee, or this simplicized procedure for the students to also recognize the fact that
grades are sometimes assigned however seldom it may be,
au .it
. has to do is happen once,
' but that they are
assigned at different times with different considerations
on the part of the faculty member.
A personality conflict, those are between the two
ad Ults
· varying
'
. , student and faculty member. They come in
at times, and it can be established academically with all
: : other_requirements in class, the students did perform,
Yet did receive a penalty in the form of a low, low
grade ' a n "F" , that that student needs some recourse.

,..
J •

1 ·~.,

1,
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We need a committee on this campus, we believe
very strongly, that can say more than, " No, faculty
member, you did wrong in assigning that grade, we
recommend you change it. "

I .

Because we noticed how the students, faculty, and
staff of the University, along with any other community,
t end to not pay a lot of attention to committees or
organizations which don't have any power, can only
recommend. The Athletic Council is a case in p oint.
So what we are asking for in this case i s not a n
exception when it comes to just grad es. We think t h a t
this is i mportant part of it, and I want to assure you
that this has been looked at independently by a number
of officials.
This was discussed at the Con stitutional
Convention which put in a total of five thousand person
hours, and it's received close consideration, and we
keep coming back to the fact that the explanations t h at
the Faculty put in there in terms of the authority towards
grade is not sufficient.
So I would like you to handle t h at also as a
separate matter, and r will answer a n y questi o n s as we
go along.
DAVIS

Thank you.

Professor Rhodes, you still wish the floor?
ment.

RHODES
ram a little distressed with this a me ndI couldn't quite figure it out.
DAVIS

ment.

RHODES

DAVIS

The amendment is not before the body .
I am not g oing to talk about t h e a mend -

Doctor Lavender.

could I move t h e a mendment? I have
D?CTOR LAVENDER
examined it I would like to move it o n beha lf o f t he
~tude nts that s~ow it to me, a nd then h e coul d tal k a bout
lt o f f icially .
not
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DAVIS
\.

I ,

' ...
Professor Rhodes has the floor.

LAVENDER

Excuse me.

RHODES
I am more concerned with the body of the
presentation, because I recognize some of the questions
that Ernie is bringing up ha:tfbeen very serious, but it
seems to me that if we, as Faculty, want to avoid having
ilie administrators and the Regents judge us in matters of
this sort, but want our peers to do this, then, it seems
~ me that it is appropriate to have it go to the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee.
It really is probably the only committee in the
whole University that we basically trust.
I think that
one of the reasons is because people do spend time
electing members to this, and traditionally have been
very objective in their approach tp problems.
So I feel that really it is time the Faculty did
take this responsibility for themselves to try and work
with those few problems that come up with other faculty
members. I would rather see Faculty doing this, than
having the Regents dictate to us some procedure, which
1 .suspect they will if we won't accept that responsibility.
So now
DAVIS

Doctor Lavender, do you wish the floor?

LAVENDER
If i t is appropriate, it might be well
at.this point t o clear up a point that Doctor Baughman
raised that what we are doing as a Faculty, I would like
0 .ask Mr . Durrie: does not the Faculty Handbook say that
his statement in the Faculty Handbook was also adopted
by the Regents at some point in the past?

!

DURRIE
Committee?
LAVENDER
this time.
the

statement about the student Standards

Yes, which is what is being amended at

DURRIE
The student standards committee is one of
t
sanding committees.

,.

...
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LAVENDER
And there is a statement of policy
~ich the Regents did adopt one time?
DURRIE

I think it was in 1964,

LAVENDER

I
I .

Yes.
'65, or '66.

DURRIE
Well, the Student Standards Policy is
listed in toto on pages one thirteen through one sixteen.
There is no statement that I can see about -LAVENDER
Then, perhaps I am mistaken.
It seems
if that were the case, it would, indeed, be something that
has to go to the Regents, is the point I was raising.
But if we are talking about the Faculty, simply to
do with its bylaws, I would like to move the adoption of
the amendment that has been passed out by Mr . Wilson.
DAVIS

It has been moved.

HILLERMAN

Is there a second?

I will second.

DAVIS
Moved and seconded to adopt the amendment
as circulated. The debate will be on the amendment.
Roebuck.
ROEBUCK
Mr. Chairman, as chairman of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure committee, and a member of
that committee, I am at a loss of this discussion, because
the Committee is obviously a central member of the discu ~s~on,
.
and the Faculty might like to hear some of the
opinions of this Committee.

th·

It is not in my knowledge that we have discussed
.is, as a committee, and I would like time for us to
discuss it as a committee.
I could say a few things, but
I would rather you have input from the committee as a
Whole , an d considered
.
.
input.
We have not had time to do this. We have not discussed the implications of this, and I would like to
suggest that we table it until the committee can think
about it.
DAVIS

Is that a move to table?

I
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Yes, sir.

ROEBUCK

(Several seconds.)
DAVIS
the motion.

It has been moved and seconded to table

RHODES

Table the amendment?

ROEBUCK

Table the whole thing.

HILLERMAN

The amendment is all that is on the

floor.

DAVIS

You have to table the amendment first.

move to table
It's the Chair's opinion that a
the whole issue
takes precedence, and that would table
as it stands at the present time.
Discussion on the ruling of the Chair?

...

Tony .

SCHMIDT
The motion is not debatable. The motion
~ table is not debatable. This has to be voted.
DAVIS

This would be the Chair's interpretation.

All in favor of the motion to table, signify by
saying "aye"; opposed.
The "aye's" have it, and the motion is tabled.
Further comment?
WILSON
ROEBUCK

Alan Wilson.

I'm sorry that you did that.
S o am I •

WILSON
Let me explain. This was passed by the
students last fall and it was delivered to the Faculty
Polic Y Committee
.
.
at' that time, which
means as far as we
are co ncerned, the Faculty has had it for five
.
.
or six
m
t onths
h , -- not the amendment, you tab led that amen d ment,
. at s one thing -- but the whole poli cy itself is
important because our Constitution i s technicall y going
t
go into
.
deo la
effect very quickly, and, you k now, one more
Y and then another, and then another, and it mounts u p.

._
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And we were going to put this whole issue with the
rest of our Constitution on last month's Regents' agenda;
we didn't, to come here.
If we do it another month -- well, as you all
know, well , I think that's a continuity in student
government that we face, and continuity is about to be
broken, broken, and we are trying to follow this thing
1 •

through .
So perhaps if you would table the amendment we
could talk about that, and perhaps if we could confront
with the overall issue, now, that would help pursue
things. Because we are going to have to go to the
Regents with this on their next meeting, which is next
week, one way or the other.
It would be nice if the
Faculty had discussed it.
ROEBUCK
I'm sorry about that, but frankly, this
is all news to me. And I am sure- it's news to most of
the rest of the Committee, and -DAVIS
THORSON
DAVIS

Well, further comment?

Doctor Thorson.

Like to defer to Professor Cohen.
Doctor Cohen.

.
COHEN
I would suggest this: there's still
fifteen minutes before five o'clock; I would recommend
that we now turn this into a meeting of the committee as
a.whole, and use that fifteen minutes for some general
discu
·
·
.
ssion
on this , which might move the thing
a h eact- a
little bit, since the motion is tabled.
DAVIS
would you like to move that we move the
Committee of the whole for discussion of the problem?
COHEN

Yes.

DAVIS

Been moved.

rs there a second?

(Several seconds.)
DAVIS

Discussion?

All in favor, say "aye"; opposed.

.' .
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The "aye's" have it. We are now in a committee of
a whole for discussion purposes.

I .

THORSON
Mr. Chairman, as a point of personal
privilege, Mr. Rudd is here this afternoon from the
Students for Voice in Tenure Decision, and he called me
yesterday - - it's the first time I have heard from him,
but I did say that I would rise to a point of personal
privilege that he be allowed to make a statement to the
Faculty.

I think Sandy's point is well taken, but I would
like to ask for that point of personal privilege.
DAVIS
The point of personal privilege, could
this be deferred until after the discussion of the
Committee of the whole, and I will try to adjourn by -prior to five o'clock and allow time for that, Doctor
Cohen.
Would you like to speak?
COHEN
Just going to make a few points which
might help a little bit.

I think the motion by the students to the amendment is ill considered. As I read it rather quickly, it
seems to me to have inherent in it a per se violation of
academic freed om.

I think the Student Standards Committee might very
Well find, or would be competent to find the precedence
Of .
b improper consideration.
That same committee would not
e competent to make any judgment as to whether or not a
~a~ticular grade should be credit or noncredit, or "A",
.
c B ' "C" , II D", or "E".
It I s moved out o f its
area o f
ompetence.
And when I was asked to make suggestions on the
n:~guage here, I was most concerned that this Committee
have the authority to modify, change, have any
autho
·
·
to
f'
rity
over grades per se, but only have aut h ority
7nd that there would be improper considerations; and then
might
.
.
remand that to those qUthorities in the Un iversity
~ho do have the authority to deal with the que stions of
graae.
-

1

..

;

A •
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I am very sceptical about the amendment, and I
think if you want to remove that, there might be quicker
action on the remainder, al though maybe Janet would want
to still look over the whole thing.
GREEN

I .

Mr. President.

COHEN
The text was given to me to look over and
make comments, and I did, and the matter in the brackets
is my language.
I only commented on what I was asked to
comment upon, and that was the definition of the phrase,
considerations," and one other, "appropriate
11 improper
redress . 11
So I limited myself to responding to the questions
that were put to me.
Nevertheless, there is a lot of -many loose strings that are not satisfactorily resolved
and they are going to give you trouble.
It's my experie~ce that you've got to wrap up this type of thing very
tightly before you get into it, or you create more
problems than you resolve.
The citation of a faculty member to the Academic
Freedom and Tenure committee with the language that you
have there is going to get you in all sorts of trouble,
unless you define very precisely what authority the
Acad ernic
· Freedom and Tenure committee has to deal with it.
conceivably the committee could recomUnder this, That would run in direct conflict with
mend termination.
language on faculty termination in
some very specific
Handbook. You can't go with anything
other parts of the
that vague.
Now, the staff member who violates a student right
can be cited to the president and the president has the
to terminate a staff' member, or to take other
authority
·
ion. But the citation to the Academic Freedom and
act·
Te~r
.
.
e Committee
is not at all analogous, and that particular Ph rase needs very significant honing.
.
I am also concerned, having had experience with
th ese th'
.
ings, in even-numbered committees, commi'tt ees
Wlth a n even number of persons.
. d'icia
. 1
I know o f no JU
~:oce~s that works that way, and then treats a standoff
~· going one way or another. There are ways to deal
lth that, and I think that should be done.

'·
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One simple way is to have the selected members,
faculty and students themselves, select the odd numbered
persons. It's also gotten much too large a hearing
committee, six people is impossible to work with.
All right, I am not trying to comment specifically,
I am trying to say you've got all sorts of problems in

here. It needs a good bit of cleaning up. It could be
done rather quickly, I think, but in a substantive way I
would say, you are running smack into serious questions
of academic freedom by adopting this amendment .

•
DAVIS

Doctor Green.

GREEN
This issue has been before the University
community for -- well, concerning as we said, at least
six years and maybe seven.
It has been going on a long
time and we have chewed it over and over and over.
What this does, primarily, is give a protection
to students, which they do not have.
There is no place
~here students can go.
The thing that I like about it
is the language, is primarily on the side of the
appropriate redress to the student.
The language is not concerned with what happens to
t~e faculty member, except -- you know, really, the
8 udents cannot say what happens to the faculty member·
All they can do here is to refer whatever it is to the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, which is proper.
That's the only place that it can go: certainly
wouldn't want them to send it to the administration.
It does allow an appropriate redress, and this, I
think, is really the heart of the matter. What happens?
Will this slur be removed from the student's name?
The answer is "Yes".
Will an improper grade be removed?
The answer here is "No, it won't."
Co

. However, in terms of appropriate redress, the
mmittee certainly could enter into the student's fil e a
complete report on what haopened.
I don't think that y ou
are g 0 ·
•
.
ing to get the Faculty to allow any committee to

.

.
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change its grades.
I would not support that, either.
But the basic document, I think, is very important and I
think it's important that we do it soon.
This is why I was opposed to tabling it in the
first place.
DAVIS

Mr. Hillerman.

HILLERMAN
I would just like to explain to the
Faculty that this amendment, this student-sponsored
amendment was produced this morning, I think, Alan,
rather suddenly, and more or less sprung on us, right?
When Alan brought it up, I told him he was going
~ torpedo the whole three years of work, right? -because the Faculty, I didn't think, would go along with
the Committee changing the grades, credit.
But basically, the issue here really is: does the
Faculty police itself, or does the Faculty delegate the
policing to the Administration?
.
I think we should police ourselves.
I think, as
w~th Professor Green, I agree if a faculty member
violates academic freedom, he should be dealt with by the
Academic Freedom and Tenure committee, and not by the
Administration, or at least dealt with first by the
Acad emic
· Freedom and •renure committee.
BAUGHMAN
Mr. chairman, the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee does not have that power. You can read
that en t ire
·
· any Pace
1
·
· t,
act and you will not find it
in
i
where a student can bring charges to the -- of violation
of his academic freedom to the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Commit tee.
RHODES
However, can a faculty member bring
charges against another faculty member?
BAUGHMAN

No.

ROEBUCK
r agree with Doctor Green's concern with
students' academic freedom, but I see serious holes
in the procedure here.

the

"May cite the faculty member to the Academic

..
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Freedom and Tenure Committee." Well, what does, "May cite"
mean? What are the procedures, what kind of charges have
to be brought, or what is the facility to respond to the
. I

charge?
It seems to me the Academic Freedom and Tenure
committee has had a long, hard fight for decent procedures in regard to faculty members and their academic
freedom, and their grading practices, which is why our
grading procedures in the Handbook are so very specific,
and ''May cite" is no kind of procedure at all.
What does "May cite for action" mean? I can't
imagine what it means.
I don't know if somebody was
cited, what we would do with it, or whether we would
know what to do with it. And that thing, that kind of
thing needs more consideration.

'

The theory behind it may be fine, but I do think
there's holes in the procedure that we need to address
ourselves to.
DAVIS

Hillerman, responding to "May cite."

HILLERMAN
I am responding -- the question here,
the problem is, we are approving or acting on a chapter
in the Student Constitution.
The Faculty Policy committee's intention was to -presuming this was adopted -- would be to set up the
t'ightly woven rules and procedures, you know, the bylaws,
not put all this in a student constitution.
ROEBUCK
I would like to see those procedures
before I decide if I like this or not, though,

I would like to know that they are there.
DAVIS

Professor Thorson.

THORSON
This point was the same one Sandy raised
and it ' s certainly a valid one,
I wonder i· f th ere ' s
It would be more helpful than
0 ther points like this?
going over that one again,
DAVIS

Professor Goodman.

6
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I

PROFESSOR GOODMAN
This may be a repeat, but I am
concerned with this question of the Faculty policing
itself, and I believe that if we don't have procedure
somewhere down the line, perhaps not too far, someone is
going to make the decision for us. And I don't think
that's a good situation to be in.

I •

I am not clear that we do have any such procedures.
I don't have a copy of the Faculty Handbook with me.
I
don't recall any language that says the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee has the power to initiate any action
against a faculty member. Most of its functions are
review.
The question I have perhaps someone could answer
it, what do -- what can the Faculty do as a group about
an incompetent or morally objectionable member of itself?
Do we have any procedures, or is it all in the hands of
the Administration?
.
If we don't have any such procedures of fairly
~iscussing the competence of such a faculty member, and
if necessary at least recommending the faculty member
be terminated, I think we ought to have some.
We do?
We have dismissal for cause procedures,
ROEBUCK
and very clear and very speci· f ic.
·
GOODMAN

Are they done by faculty members?

ROEBUCK

No, the ultimate authority, as always,

is the Regents.

GOODMAN
But who starts it? I mean, does a
member of the Faculty have the power to do that?
ROEBUCK
It may start -- a member of the Faculty
may start the procedure, yes, but it comes (not audible.)
DRUMMOND
M
Davi·s having served as chairman of
th a t Committee twice
r.. sir I, think there's a statement in
.
at the end
of ' the policy that says any person
t her e right
·
'
on campus may call to the attention of the committee any
~xample of interference with academic freedom, and in the
Judgment of the Committee they may then proceed.
Isn't

•

7
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that right, Jan?
"Six" is termination.

THORSON

Mr. Chairman, may I speak to that?

BAUGHMAN
DAVIS

One question here.

Doctor Lavender.

LAVENDER
I would like to respond to Professor
Roebuck's concern about procedure in respect to this page
and not the academic freedom and tenure.
There are very elaborate procedures not printed
here, but are referred to.
They are in the Faculty
Handbook, in the Student Policy Book; the student
Standards Committee does, indeed, have procedural due
process procedures that are as elaborate as any I know
anything about.
So there are procedures that would apply in
dealing at this level with the issue brought before this
Committee.
ROEBUCK
My problem is that I have no recollection
of any procedure under our current A.F.&T.C. policy that
has a cite as a charge.
LAVENDER
But this committee would be doing the
citing, the A.F.&T.C.
This committee does have procedures
by which it would determine whether it refers something
to that Committee.
GREEN
DAVIS
and th en -GREEN

May I answer the question?
I will allow you to answer the question,

Section Sixteen, Report of Violations:

"Seeming violation of academic freedom anywhere on campus may properly be brought to the
attention of the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee by anyone, anybody. In such instances
the Committee shall ascertain whether the person
or persons involved in the alleged violation wish
to pursue any of the procedures set forth in th~s
document.
If not, the committee shall then decide
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what other course to follow."
Which is rather a blank check.
I would like to see some procedures
ROEBUCK
behind the blank check, though.
BAUGHMAN
DAVIS

Mr. Chairman.

Yes.

BAUGHMAN
The best interpretation I have ever
heard of that was also heard by another member of this
body, Professor Ivins, in a committee that he was a
member of, a committee of -- the subcommittee of the
Governance Committee for Disciplinary Body that was submitted to the Regents in 1971, apparently never acted
upon.
Professor Weiho£ten was a member of that committee.
I attended, I think, all of the meetings as a member of
~hat committe·e. I think we finally asked him to
mterpret that particular paragraph.
/"'

cite Professor Weiho:e/en because I think he's
universally regarded as sane ru1d rational·
I

.
"Sure," he said, "anybody can report a ny kind of
violation of academic freedom anywhere on campus, of
t he freedom of people who have recourse to the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee. The people who have
recou rse to the Academic Freedom and Tenure Commi· t tee
are teachers and certain staff members who are covered."

~

As he said, "The Act and everything is directed to
. e professor, the teacher, or the staff member. There
18 nothing of a mention of a student any place in the

Act."
DAVIS

Further discussion?

BAUGHMAN
one other point of information I would
I do not think, unless things have change,
like t o make.
d
You~ Committee can take your constitution to the Rege nts
Until it
' has been approved by this body, at 1 east th ose
l:,~ts of it that affect this bodY· This may have changed,
that used to be the way it was.
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DAVIS

Further discussion as a committee of the

whole?
Linda.
ESTES
Is it in order to ask that this be put
first on the agenda for the April meeting?
DAVIS
It might be a long meeting Wednesday,
Linda, but if that's all right with you, it's all right
with me.
ESTES
We have been waiting for it for months.
think we can act on it in this year .
DAVIS

I

We will take that in consideration in

formulating this agenda.
Doctor Rhodes.
RHODES
I would like to ask Jan, assuming we were
to exclude the amendment, okay? -- I don't think that's
e~er going to fly.
The Policy committee tried to convi~ce me and so on, but assuming we passed the rest of
this, when they say "May cite," I originally interpreted
that to mean that they could refer to A.F.&T.C., their
proceedings, and say, "We feel this professor acted in
such-and-such a fashion."
.
At which point A.F.&T.C. would review this and
go 1.nto their normal procedures.
ROEBUCK

Which normal procedures?

Well, you apparently have disciplinary
RHODES
procedures.
If nothing else, your procedures might be
review this and say, "This is ridiculous," and throw it
out.
-- there has,
.
You might say "We feel there is student by this
ind ee,
d been some injustice
'
done to the vice-president,
profess or, " and send i t to the academic
·
5
0 noting.
that
It seems to me that you have a variety of options
th' would be open to you in dealing with something like
1.s, and I am not clear. Maybe there is nothing of this
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sort.
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You feel that you could not do any of those things?

ROEBUCK
Well, as John pointed out, the end of
our charge we have this II blank check II thing.
I might,
indeed, consider things u nder that, but procedural
structures we have, like dismissal for cause, or for
adjudicating a case, and the fac ulty member brings to u s
on, say, wrongful denial of tenure, we have very specif ic
sets of procedures.
And this "cite" thing doesn't seem to me to fit
with any of those, and I don't see how it would work.
And the Committee might want to see how do we implement
this blank check, but I would like to see t he Committee
review that and give something to the Faculty in the way
of procedures, if that's what i t want s to do .
RHODES
I would totally be in agreement with
that, but what I am concerned with is when we can pass
this thing ?
We have about exhausted the time for
DAVIS
deba te on this_
I would sugge st that between now and
the next meeting, that we would have o pportunity to · discuss this further with the a ppropriate committees and
par ties concerned, and it wil l be placed high on the
agenda.
If there is no objection, the Chair will rule that
the committee as a whole is dissolved , and recognize the
point of personal privilege by Mr . Thorson .
read.

Mr. Rudd has a statement which he would like to
Mr. Rudd is a student.

MR. RUDD
First off, we would like to thank all
of you for giving us this o pportunity to make this statement. The statement is addressed to all the members of
the Faculty of the Univers ity of New Mexico.
When the members of the Political Science Department
vhoted to deny tenure to John Ehrenberg, they were upOld'
'
d by
. ing the standards of quality that are recognize
!~~~ university . What became evident as a result of their
.ion , however, was the fact that the few criteria by
Which any professor is evaluated are far too vague in
·
subst ance and too irregular in application
·
·
b
to e consi'd ere d

Statement on
Behalf of
studentsfor
a Voice in
Tenure
Decisions
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standards at all.
Because of its internal inconsistencies,
the current tenure system cannot successfully achieve its
own goal: the overall improvement of the educational
environment at our university.

I .

One of the major criteria in tenure decisions is,
according to the Faculty Handbook, excellence in teaching.
Unfortunately, the means by which tenure committees are
to assess a professor's teaching ability are undefined in
the Handbook. Moreover, there are no requirements for
student input of any sort. The use of student evaluation
forms is voluntary, and it is, therefore, quite possible
that someone might be granted tenure without anyone ever
having asked what the students thought. Because it is
the students who must deal very closely with the professoras-teacher, it is essential that some means be established
whereby student evaluations are required, and the consideration of these evaluations made uniform.
The other major criterion by which professors are
judged is defined in the Handbook as "scholarship,
research, or other creative work." There is no doubt
that even a professor must continue to study, and to pass
his newly acquired knowledge on to his colleagues and
students. This continual intellectual development,
according to the Handbook, "normally finds expression in
publication •.• " But, says the Handbook, "In no case,
however, should a person's productive efforts be
measured by mere quantity." What exists in reality, however , is
· that tenure candidates must £111
·
whatever quo t as
t~eir respective departments assign.
In direct contradiction to the stipulation in the Handbook, the Political
Science Department required at least two pu bl·1ca t ions
·
from John Ehrenberg the Philosophy Department demanded
a~ least four from ~ne professor, and the English Department
cites various numbers at various times.
The inevitable result of such quota-filling is
that the professor is obliged to spend significant
amounts of time and energy on pleasing publishers. The
mere
f ea t of being published does not cone 1 usive
· 1 Y P rove
.
either the quality of the research involved or the
professor's ability to communicate information to students.
These two examples clearly illustrate the fact
at th e present tenure criteria can be JUSt
·
·
as con f using
as they are enlightening. Moreover, it
· is
· o b v1ous
·
th a t
th
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these criteria cannot, due to their ambiguous natures,
possibly assure the attainment of any sort of quality.
The students, like the faculty, are interested in
improving the academic environment at our university.
Already over fifteen hundred students have signed
petitions calling for the formation of a joint studentfaculty committee to reevaluate the tenure system, and to
recommend the changes necessary to the attainment of our
common goal.
We urge you to aid us in establishing such a
committee.

Thank you.

Students For a Voice in Tenure Decisions.
DAVIS

Thank you, Mr.

Rudd.

Do you wish to comment?
THORSON
DAVIS

Move we adjourn.
Move to adjourn.

Meeting is adjourned.
Ad"Journrnent,

Thank you.

4:55 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

John N. ourrie,
secretary
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PROPOSED CHANGE IN FACULTY CONSTITUTION
The following statement is taken from the materials accompanying the agenda for the February 10 faculty meeting:
"It is the recommendation of the Policy Committee,
then, that the Constitution be amended to include
initial three-year term appointees in the Voting
Faculty by changing the wording of the last sentence
of Article I, Section l(b) to read:
'No person
holding an interim or temporary appointment on the
teaching staff shall be a member of the Voting Faculty unless he or she be a member ex officio or on
an initial term appointment as defined in Section
C.2 of the Tenure Position Plan (Faculty Handbook,
page42B) • '
(New "WOrds are underscorea.) "

-3February 10, 1976
Surmnarized Minutes

/

In 3 (a) (3), change to rea : 11 • • • to.Aevelop and offer,
with the appro al o the Curr~cula Committee, A.A
and A .s ..... "
/
Dean Spolskt, on behalf o f t
Committee, and with the
approval of the College of rts and
iences, the Anderson School
of Business and Adn}inist tive Scie ces, and the curricula Conunittee,
recommended a dual mast r's degre program in Business Administration
and Latin American St ies. Th· program was approved by the Faculty.
The meeting adjord

~

_ A-ceJ-C..nc.c:--<
Durri~Secretary

-5THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Proposal fo r a Graduate Program
Leading to the ~aster of Science Degree in, urs·n
ruJ 1ct 10n
College of Nurs ing is proposing a program leading to th de re of .las er < i
Science in , ursing. The purpose of the program is to prep3r, prof, ·s1on1l nurs1n •
eaders with advanced knowledge and skills in the pra t j c~ of nursing abil it ·
conduct research, and a base f or teaching or managemen in nursin .
w
The proposed program would fill a serious gap in nursing educa i n
f
.~xico. I t i s being proposed with recognition of the mission f th Univ rsi
hi! compr h nsiv
,e Mexico to serve the citizens of the state and to f unc ti on a
institution of higher l earning in the state.

·ursing Education in New Mexico
ew 1exico has addressed itself to the need for nurses through a varlet of
rograrns . There are fifteen schools now offering nurs i ng programs pr parin
~duates for licensure as practical nurses (L.P.N.'s) or reg ister d nur
e programs vary from one year in length (L.P.N.) to a t wo-y·nr associn
hrough the baccalaureate degree (also R.N.).

.)

bacca] aureate program at the University of NPw Mexico pr p.1res nur s fo
innin ·
~era] practice in professional nursing and provides the foundation for r dua
li .dy . I t is currently the only baccalaureate program in the s at . New Mexico Stat
~ versity is in the process of developing a baccalaureate program. At th pr s nt
e there is no graduate program in nursing in the state. New Mexico is depend nt
0 other states to provide graduate educational opportunities fo r nurse s and for prof.ding to New Mexico the qualified individuals who give leadership in nur ing educa ion
n nursing service and in the limited amount of nursing research now being done.
A 1972 survey of nursing needs and resources in the state, sponsored by the Bureau of
f allth Manpower Education

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, produced the

o lowing recommendation: '
"The University of New Mexico College of Nursing should establish
a master's in nursing program as soon as possible."
edW• K· Kel 1 ogg F'oundation
·
· now supporting
·
. t
is
at h ree-year proJec

( 1 9 75 t h roug h l 9 7 7)
~sign , implement and evaluate a statewide art iculatJon sy tern among levels o
s1n g education. Included
,
in stated objectives of the proi ec L 1 s he fol 1c,win

"T o assist the University of New Mexico, College of Nursing, in

Planning of a Master' s Program."
e ·~rsing Ed uca tion Planning Committee ( EPC) of the ew M xi o urses' As ociation,
Ct10 ·
d ning as a Task Force of the Executive Committee on Allied Health and Health Rei e Prag rams of the State Commission on Post-Secondary Education , Board of Educa i<nal
ance, i
.
'
d f
n April, 1975, ljsted a master's program in nursing as the first priorit .
·
~veor bnur sing
education in New lexico. This position was r - tat d by the ·ommittee
mer, 1975.

U

406_6_
The master's program is seen as the logical and necessary culmjnation of a statewide,
coordinated system of nursing education in New Mexico. Its development At the University of New Mexico will meet a long-expressed need.
Potential Graduate Students in Nursing
The bacc~laureate program at the University of New Mexico has been in existence for
over twenty years (first class admitted in 1955). The number of graduates has marke
increased, as he followjng table shows .
B. S.N . Graduates, University of New Mexico
1959-1975

1959
l 960
1%1
1962
1961
19'14

-

12
17
11

21
29
22

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

-

23
25
22
21
24
40

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

- 28
- 52
- 61
- 66
-112

These gr<1duates represent potential leadership. In their increasing number ther e will
be those who will seek further education. Of the 112 graduates in 1975, 75% have remained in New Mexico, with 60% actively engaged in nursing as of November, 1975. Th
and graduates of preceding years are among potential graduate students. At present
their choices are two: go out of state for advanced work in nursing, or choose an al
ternate field of study. In either case , the chances of their being lost t o nursing in
New Mexico are substantially increased.
A newly-implemented nursing education program at New Mexico State University will off r
the opportunity for nurses to progress along a "career ladder" from practical nur e t •1

baccalaureate graduate. Some of these f uture graduates wi]l also be potential candidates for study at the master's level.
In addjtion to baccalaureatP graduates from the University of New Mexico and ew exi co
State University, there are in the state a considerable number of graduates from othe;
schools who wish to enroll in graduate programs . A September, 1975, survey of the 9
nurses in the state holding baccalaureate degrees brought 321 responses, with 247 indicating in terest in admission to a master's program if it were available in New \ledc ·
Employment Opportunities in New Mexico
Schools of nursing, hospital administrators, and other health agencies in New lexic~
were polled concerning their need for nurses prepared at the master's level and thel
ability to budget for employment of those nurses. Responses indicated both exi tin&
vacancies and future opportunities.
Admission to the Program
To en·er th~ program , a student must be admitted to the Graduate School and obtain
approvnl l"rnm the Coll gc of Nursing. An undergraduate major in nursing (or the
<'quiv 1 nt)

i~ required.

The prot\t·..im wll 1 ronsisL of ·39 credit hours. A prop sed curri ulum design is at ch
The proposn 1. was upprovf'd by the Universi y Curricula Committee on January 2 7, 197 •
and by lh Gr duat Corumittee on January 29 1976.

ring the planning year, after the first graduate faculty rue ers have oin d h
Coll ege, the curriculum design will be refined and again present d t o he Gr ·1du c1
Co ittee.
ources Available and/ or Needed
o offer a quality 'master'$ program with appropriate balance of r sear ~h, er i c
teaching, the College will need to recruit and employ a direc r and g adu
pr pared at the doctoral level.
e variety of health services in the Health Sciences Center, the Albuqu rqu c mm n
ad the state , plus the multicultural nature of New M xico's p pulati n o ff r h
pportunity for unique studies in health and nursing care.

Library resources, office, teaching and laboratory space are present ly · d qu
~e initial phase of the graduate program. Assistance is alr ady hein
ou h
au ent these resources and facilities in the future.

fo r
0

Co t s and Funding

attachment shows the model for development of the program over

h

P riod, estimated costs, resources now available and assistan c e befn

n xt
OU h

iv -

r

~

C.?

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO COLLEGE OF NURSING
Master of Science in Nursing

I
CD

(lj

I

PROPOSED CUR.RICu:.:.UH DESIGN - THREE AREAS OF CONCENTRATION

Plan II (Non-Thesis)
PREPARATION
FOR
TEACHING OF NURSING

PREPARATION
FOR
ADVANCED NURSING PRACTICE

PREPARATION
FOR
MANAGEMENT OF NURSING

Semester ·~

Ser.1ester I

Semester I

Advanced Nursing Theory and
Practice I
Research i n Nursing I
Professional Seminar
Principles of Curriculum
Development (C&I 541)

Advanced Nu::!:'sing Theory and
(5)

Pract:..ce I

Research in l~ursing I
?ro=essional Seminar

(2)

Elective *

Jll.

( 3)

13

(5)
(3)
( 2)

Advanced Nursing Theory and
Practice I
Research in Nursing I
Professional Seminar
Organizational Behavior I

( 5)

(3)
(2 )

ill

(B&AS 5 06)

( 3)

13

13

SeP1ester

Semester

II

Advanced nursing Practice II

(4)

Research in Nursi ng I I
Problems in Clinical Nursing:

( 3)

Elective *
Elective*

(3)

Semester I l

I I

Advanced Nursing Practice II (4)
( 2)
Research i n Nursing II
Problems in Clinical Nursing:
(3)
EJ.ecti ve
( 3)
Education Cognate
13

*

l~
13

Advanced Nurs ing Pra ctice II
Research in Nursing II
Problems in Clini cal Nursing:
Elective
Organizational Behavior II

(4)
( 3)
( 3)

ill

(B&AS 507)

13

Semester III

Semester

t\dva:-,c ec -..· u .. nica 1 ~act icum
E l ect 1. ve -

*

Electi·,1e

( 3)

Teaching of l1ur sing
Teaching Practicum

(3 )

F,..;n ,-.;:,t- inn

( 7)

Nursing*

Semest8r .J.II

Ill

Elective*

Elective*

Master's Examination

( 3)

Management i n tlursing with

( 4)

( 3)

Pract i cum
r3lectivc *

(3)

Elective*

( 7)

( 3)
( 3)

Mast.er's Examination

Ha ster ' s Examina Lion
13
13
*Courses in cognate areas and electives are selected with the guidance of an academic advisor to support the
deveiopment either of c1inica1 expertise in nursing or functiona1 ski11s in teaching or management of nursing.
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GRANTING OF GRADUATE DEGREES TO FACULTY MEMBERS
(To replace paragraph l under "Employment Policy, '' Faculty
Handbook, page 56, with footnote #1 to be deleted.)
1.

No member of the faculty may be awarded an advanced degree
by the University of New Mexico in the same department or
degree program in which he or she is employed.

2.

Faculty members are encouraged to take courses outside their
own departments. A Master's degree may be sought in such a
department by following all of the normal procedures applying
to such a pursuit, with the provision that a full-time facu lty
member may not enroll for more than 6 hours per semester.

Similarly, a Ph.D. degree in an outside department may be sought,
with the following additional provisions:
a)

advance written approval of the faculty member's department chairperson and college dean:

b)

except during the Ph.D. residence year, maximum enrollment
in any semester may not exceed 6 hours:

c)

during the two semesters of residence requirement the
faculty member may

d)

1)

take a leave of absence without pay,

2)

become part time, with an academic work load
not to exceed half time.

during the residence year the faculty member must complete
at least 9 credit hours each semester or an equivalent
program of study and research.

REPLACEMENT OF FOOTNJTE #1 ON PAGE 54 OF THE FACULTY HANDBOOK
AS FOLWWS:
Old footnote :

"The use of the title of Instructor is strongly
discouraged for graduate students seeking an
advanced degree at UNM . For persons who are.
primarily graduate students , the title "Teach~ng
Assistant" is recommended , in keeping with existing policies of the Graduate School . Therefore,
proposed appointments of graduate students to
instructorships should be discussed with the
Graduate Dean . "

Proposed footnote :

"A person who is primarily a graduate student
may not be given a faculty appointment • .
Such a person may be appointed as a Teaching
Assistant or Teaching Associate , in accordnee with Graduate School policies . "

-11-

Report of the Athletic Council to the Faculty
November 1975

This report is submitted in compliance with the UNN Faculty Hand-

book.

The report covers the 1974-75 fiscal year and includes the following

items:

1.

Summary of grants-in-aid awarded during the 1974-75 fiscal year.

2.

Academic standing of student athletes and student athlete enrollment
by college.

3.

Income and expenditures for the Department of Intercollegiate
Athletics for fiscal year 1974-75 and the UNM Lobo Club Statement
of Revenues and Expenditures.

4.

Activities of the Athletic Council during fiscal year 1974-75.

ghletic Grants in Aid

A total of 299 student athletes received athletic grants-in-aid during
the 1974-1975 academic year.
$44 9,799.78.

The grants-in-aid amounted to a total of

Training table expenses were $40,933.13 and textbook expenses

were $22,165 .85.

Total expenditures on athletic grants-in-aid, training

table and textbooks was $512,89 8 .7 6 .

This was a decrease of $26,815.60 or

approximately 5% less than the amount spent in fiscal year 1973-1974.

In

fiscal year 1974-1975 299 grants-in-aid were awarded, compared to 294 in
fiscal yeur 1973-1974.
f emalc

In fiscal year 1974-1975 275 male athletes and 24

a tl 11 etes were awarded grants-in-aid.

Male and femal

athletes were

awarded 286 and 8 grants-in-aid respectively in fiscal year 1973-1974.

'

1

4 3
- 12-

- 13-

41.Z

TABLE 1
Athletic Grants in Aid

The average grant (including training table and books ) per male

Academic Year 1974- 75

athlete decreased to $1,830. in fiscal year 1974-1975, compared to an
average grant of $1,905. in fiscal year 197 3-1974.

A breakdown of

athletic grants-in-aid by sport for male athletes is recorded in Table 1.
NUMBER OF ATHLETES

AMOUNT

AVERAGE
PER ATHLETE

While the number of women athletes receiving athletic grants-in-aid

SPORT

increased significantly the average grant per f emale athlete decreased

Baseball

26

$30 , 649 . 00

$1 , 178 . 80

from $452. to $398 ..

Basketball

21

36 , 401. 90

$1 , 733.42

108

237 , 311. 02

$2 , 197 . 32

Golf

11

14 , 527 . 92

$1,320.72

Gymnastics

15

24 , 711. 00

$1,647 . 40

3

800 . 00

$266 . 66

Swimming

27

18 , 019 . 24

$667 . 37

Tennis

10

15 , 948 . 92

$1 , 594 . 89

Track

35

43 , 967 . 78

$1,256 . 22

Wrestling

22

17 , 915 . 00

$814 . 31

275

$440 , 251. 78

Football

Skiing

Total
Training Table

$40 , 933 . 13

Books

$22 , 165 . 85
$503 , 350 . 76

Total (Male)
Women ' s Athle tics
(8 Teams)
TOTAL Students Athletes

24

$9 , 548 . 00

299

$512 , 898 . 76

$398.00

,1 14
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TABLE 2

Academic Standing of Student Athletes

WAC GPA Distr i bution of Student Attiletes (Hale)

Table 2 shows the distribution of grade point average for male
student athletes who were declared eligible for participation in intercollegiate athletics during 1974-75.

Date of
Report

No grade point average is recorded

Be low
2. 0

2.002. 99

3.004.00

First Semester
Freshmen

for first semester freshmen.
The WAC GPA is computed using studies completed at all universities,

Baseball

Feb

75

2

27

4

Basketball

J an

75

1

9

1

Cross Country Track

Se pt 74

10

2

5

The WAC scholastic table requires a 1.60 GPA for freshmen, 1.70 for

Football

Sept 74

13

49

5

37

sophomores, 1.80 for first semester juniors, 1.85 for second semester

Golf

Feb

75

2

20

3

juniors, 1.90 for first semester seniors and 1.92 for second semester

Gymnastics

Jan

75

4

6

4

seniors.

Tennis

Feb

75

6

2

have passed a minimum of 24 semester credit hours during the previous

Track

Feb

75

28

6

year.

Swimming

Jan

75

15

7

Wrestling

Jan

75

13

2

includes grades on all courses attempted in which a grade has been assigned,
and utilizes only the highest grade on a course which has been repeated.

In addition, to be eligible in a given sport a student must

The grade distribution for male student athletes indicates somewhat

4

5

3

1

1

lower grades than reported last year.
Source·.

Western Athletic Conference

Form No. 5 Certificate of Eligibility.

were declared
Table 3 shows t he UNM GPA f or male student ath1etes wh 0
1 i
during fiscal year
eligible for participa t ion in intercollegiat e ath et cs
1974-75 .

Reported i n Table 3 is t he cumulative GPA through the Spring

Semester 1975 .

The UNM GPA includes only courses completed at UNM .

416

-16-

-17'',

TABLE 3
UNM GPA Distribution of Student Athletes (Male)

grants-in-aid during fiscal year 1974-197f)

Cumulative GPA Through Spring 1975
Below
2.0

2.002.00

Table 5 shows the enrollment by colleges of student athletes who received

3.004.00

Baseball

4

16

1

Basketball

3

14

2

Cross Country Track

0

10

2

TABLE

5

Enrollment of Student Athletes by Colleges

1974-1975 Grants-in-Aid

Football

33

62

A&S

B&AS

16

3

1

2

Basketball

6

1

3

2

4

4

5

Tennis

1

7

1

Cross Country
Track

22

5

Track

3

25

5

Football

48

11

Swinuning

1

9

2

Golf

6

Wrestling

6

13

1

Gymnastics

8

Tennis

3

1

22

5

3

2

1

3

TOTAL

57

F.A.

29

169

Track
Swimming

Table 4 shows the distribution of grade point averages for women student

W
restling

14

athletes who received a grant-in-aid during fiscal year 1974-1975,

Skiing

n.a.

3

PHAR.

BUS

3

4

2

1

11
1

16
4
1

2

3

NURS.

3

5

2

6

Gymnastics

Skiing

ENGR.

8

Baseball

Golf

EDUC.

UNIV.

1
2

2

4
2

1
2

1

2

TABLE 4
UNM GPA Distribution of Student Athletes (Female)
Cumulative CPA Through Spring 1975

I~~ c l Expenditures

'l'ahle 6 shows income an<l expenditures forte
h nepar t me n t o f I nterColle 1•,iate
d h h cJ e l for 1975-19 76
'
Athletics for fiscal year 1974- 1975 an t e u g"
·

Below
2.0
4

2.002.99
15

3.004.00
5

417

-18TABLE 6
Income and Expenditures
ACTUAL
1974-1975
REVENUES
Student Fees
- - Reguired
Gov't Approp . - State
Prlvate Gifts,Grants & Contracts
Ticket Sales
Radio & Television
Prog. Sales & Advertising
- CConcessions
· rantee Received
--Total Revenues ~Exh. 1)
EXP F.N'H TURES
- Professional Salaries
Coaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
Sec'y. & Clerical Salaries
.
Other Salaries
Grants-in-Aid Athletics
Supplies & Expenses
Travel
Eguiement
Guarantees Paid
Retirement
Social Security
Group Insurance
Workmen's Compensation
Unemployment Compensation
Waiver of Tuition
Charge for Inst. Support
Charge for Plant Oper. & Maintenance
Total ExEenditures (Exh. 1)
TRANS. TO or (FROM) - I & G (Exh. lA)
BEGINNING BALANCE (Exh. 1)
ENDING BALANCE (Exh. 1)

-

400,000
320,000
106,564
801,517
124,628
1,000
15,000
160,024
1,928,733

BUDGET
1975-1976
410,000
400,000
130,000
1,136,500
155,000
1,500
50,000
134,000
2,417,000

410,000
550,000
30,000
1,376,000
127,000
2,000
50,000
148,000
2,693,000

-

~

-~
~

..::

::.

-=
::
~
:;

t

124,372
289,078
68,026
5,903
480,411
494,145
332,302
62,489
151,158
30,992
23,112
7,905
5,354
1,805
156
2,811
2,080,519
149 2 150
6,403
3,767

141,973
371,855
1,000
74,632
38,187
443,119
461,534
330,050
64,200
175,250
36,000
28,500
13,000
800
1,900

106,564
72,848
720,000
899,412

6,,
149,700
.
396,700
-,
'•
1,100
..
83,200
..
48,000
516,500 _c
447,200 -{
-~
364,800
71,200
147,800
40,000 __,,
35,000
i
15,000
4,500 _,
2,300 - i

-

-·.

_,

------'
-r

20,000
50,000
2,252,000
165,000

UNDISTRIBUTED REVENUE
Private Gifts & Grants
Ticket Sales
~!located From (to) Gen. Rev.
Total Revenues

REQUEST
1976-1977

130,000
56,500
810,000
996,500

20,000

so,ooo

2,393,000
300,000

-1

---

30,00Q__56,0.QQ._960,0QQ_1,046,0QQ.._-

ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATION

"m~in"'=rrMm~---------------------------------EKPENDITUREs
----Professional Salaries
120,2..QQ..-100 , 233
114 ,872
Sec'y. & Clerical Salaries
62, 93 4
65,004
76,S..QQ..-_":iJt~h:,--;;e~r~s:-a1l~ar~i~e::-:s:-=:::.....::..::.~:::..=.:~----------_..:~5~,L7;:2~8~------2~3~,4~3~7~----;2~6;~M400
.:>:-;-u;;p;";p:"ilii;e~s-&~Etx;:p:-;:e::::n:::;s::-e---------------2::"".2~0~,~2~9~1~----2_..'.4~1~,~7~0~0~----;2;,1"ci9i°'"~
· r.,vel
Team
------:-c"R;;ec;::r::-;u;:-:ir:t:-::i~n~g~-------:--------------------'---------- Scouting
------:_:-r;O:;:-ti::":he;;r;:---..,w_--------------2-1-,-0-9-5------9-,-0-0-0-- - - o ~
~~-_,;_--------------=-~~5~
9 - - - -2 4~,6~0~0----i4 ~
_ _ _....._____;~..;;;..::,.::___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,:4~1~0~,~34~0~---~4~5E_8~,6~1;13_ _ _. . :.4.: :-56- ~
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ACTUAL

1974-1975

BUDGET

1975-1976

REQUEST

1976-1977

BASKETBALL
lriINUE GENERATED BY SPORT
ticket Sales
tadio & Television
'ngram Sales & Advertising
~~cessions
~arantees Received
otal Revenues
!IPENDITURES
~ches Salaries
rants-in-Aid to Athletes
~pplies & Expense
-Game Officials
-Other
ravel - Team
Recruiting
scouting
~uipment
~ rantees Paid

..

.

-

~vies
~urnament
~tal Expenditures
FOOTBALL
§iENUE GENERATED BY SPORT
lli._ket Sales
.I!dio & Television
~ ram Sales & Advertising
~ ssions
~
tees Received
~ l Revenues
~DITURES
:ches Salaries
~ er Salaries
I>

-

~rants ·

-

455,194
32,064
500
3,000
1,650
492,408

750,000
25,000
750
15,000
3,000
793,750

780,000
27,000
1,000
15,000
3,000
826,000

56,450
36,402
6,971
58,715
29,428
41,380
4 232
'
7,288
13,050
12,834
47,897
314,647

71,708
37,000
500
45,000

66,600
37,000
500
45,000

32,000
35,000
4 , 500
5,000
13,400
7,000
50,000
301,108

32,000
35,000
4 500
5,000
13,400
7,000
50,000
296,000

273,475
92,564
500
12,000
158,374
536,913

330,000
130,000
750
35,000
131,000
626,750

540,000
100,000
1,000
35,000
145,000
821,000

151,251

177,108
7,500
235,000
4,500
50,000

184,800
14,600
229,500
4,500
50,000

60,000
65,000
4,000
25 000
150,000

60,000
65,000
4,000
25 000
122,500
20,000
779,900

237,311

~ in-Aid to Athletes
lies & Expense

- -

9,993
77,371
62 343
66 651
2,862
31 493
132 651

13 430

-·---

~-------------30 649

.

.~l~4L,~
6~) 8_ _ _---,-_1_5_,1 800
- - 900 _

l 000

24,279
24,JOO
100 - - - - JOO ___
.~ =::--~~-~---------------------1-=--9~6~7~--~~~-74~0~0~0; ----------z4,ooo
2,614

'1~0
-20-

Travel - Team
- Recruiting
Equ12ment
G r aT1. te s Paid
Total ExEenditures
GOLF
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
GrA nts-in-Aid to Athletes
SueEl c & Exeense
'r .::i.:11'! 1 - Team
- Recruiting
~ ·iExrent
1'0 ~1 ExEenditures
GYMNASTIC. ..,
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Other Salaries
Grants-in-Aid to Athletes
SueElies & ExEense
- Game Officials
Travel - Team
- Recruiting
Eguiement
Guarantees Paid
Total Exeenditures
SKIING
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Grants-in-Aid to Athletes
SuEElies & Exeense
Travel - Team
- Recruiting
E9.uiement
Total Exeenditures
SWIMMING
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
O.:. her Salaries
Gran t s-in-Aid to Athletes
2. EEljes & ExEense
- Game Officials
Travel - Team
- Recruiting
l quipment
Guar .. ntees Paid
l't _l ExEenditures
TENNIS
~ " Ji' DITURES
~0a ~hes Salaries
I, I 11, I ' · · n-Aid to Athletes

ACTUAL
1974-1975
5,202
3,453
4,551
4,350
66,216

BUDGET
1975-1976
8,000
2,800
4,200
4,000
63,117

REQUEST
1976-1977
8,000
2,800
4,200
4,000
64 400

,..

'"

4,012
14,528
686
7 2 340
116
758
27,440

4,446
12,578
300
6 1500
900
1,500
26,224

4!800
12z600
300
6 2 500
900
1 500
26 1600

7 1540

48,596

8 1218
900
15,960
300
11500
8 2 300
3,500
2,000
1,200
41,878

8 1 900
1,000
16,000
300
1!500
8 1 300
3,500
2,000
1 2 200
42,700

2,270
800
1 2 312
62340
17
516
11,255

2,519
1,000
300
6,000
700
900
11 1 419

11 2 600_

5 2 903

71731
900
17 2 379
300

8,3Q.Q...1 1 00.Q.-17 1 4Q.Q...3q2---

135
11,474
1 1 118
975
607
38 2 231

8,000
1,600
1,400
1 1 000
38 2 310

8zQQQ._.-

39~

2,300
15,949

2,553
12,578

3~
12,~

24,711
400
10 2 267
1 2417
2,475

18 2019

----

2 2 700
1 1000
300 _.61000 700 _

900__

---

---------

lz~

1~

lz.QQQ.--
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ACTUAL

1974-1975
1,149
5,203
2,674

9plies & Expense
ravel - Team
Equ ipment
rantees Paid

27;, l~5

BUDGET

1975-1976
300
4,000
2,200
1,650
24,181

'1Z1

I

REQUEST

1976-1977
300
4,000
2,200
1,700
25,500

TRACK

16,470
r nts-in-Aid to Athletes
s,plies & Expense
- Game Officials
- Other
ravel - Team
- Recruiting
.:S: ipment
ran tees Paid
~ al Expendi tures
WRESTLING
ENDITURES
~ ches Salaries
~r Salaries
~ts-in-Aid to Athletes
~ lies & Expense
- - Game Officials
- Other
~ l - Team
------ - Recruiting
~ment
~tees Paid
~Expendi tures
OF MEN'S ATHLETICS EXPENDITURES
~TURES
~ S a laries
~ a l aries
·ants-in A. d
~ - i
to Athletes
lies & Expense
~ m e Officials
~ther
~Team
------=---Recruiting
-:--.:.___Scou ting

::-:__~y

~

~Paid

~

~ment
~ n d i t ures
~

43,968
1,040
1,474
14,870
1,383
6,438
85,643

6,575
17,915
1,089
1,155
1,024
8,839
826
1,800
500
39, 723

266,201
440,252
20,621
148,260
161,306
116,801
7,094
58,968
151,158
44,122
47,897
1,462,680

17,952
2,750
31,150
300
3,000

19,400
3,000
31,200
300
3 000

11,500
6,000
6,600
3,000
82,252

11 500
6,000
6,600
3 000
84,000

7,062
900
17,379
300
2,000

7,600
1,000
17,400
300
2,000

8,500
1,600
1,800
1,000
40,541

8,500
1,600
1,800
1,000
41,200

313,935
13,850
404,303
7,400
105,500

322,700
21,600
399,000
7,400
105,500

152,800
118,000
8,500
50,600
175,250
27,000
50,000
1,427,138

152,800
118,000
8,500
50,600
147,800
27,000
50,000
1,410,900

48,420
3,180
900
21,316

63,700

WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

~ aries
~ e r ical Salaries
~ies
~-1. d to Athletes

15,777
9,548

100,000
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422
BUDGET
1975-1976
2,684

786
1,564
19,185

REQUEST
1976-19i7
7,500
1 500

36,500

70,000

754
2,839
50,453

5,000
118,000

12,000
254,700

9,500
1,000

10,300
1,100

ACTUAL
1974-1975
Supplies & Expense
- Game Officials
- Other
Travel - Team
- Recruiting
Scoutin
- - - --- Other
~ipment
Total Expenditures
BAND
EXPENDITURES
~oaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
Other Sala ries
Grarts-in-Aid to Athletes
Supplies & Expense
Travel - Team
- Recruiting
Equipment
Scholarships
Total Expenditures
SPORTS INFORMATION
EXPENDITURES
Professional Salaries
Sec'y. & Clerical Salaries
Supplies & Expense
Promotion
Total Expenditures
CHAPARRALS
EXPENDITURES
Supplies & Expense
Total Expenditures
CHEERLEADERS
Supplies & Expense
Travel - Team
Total Expenditures

7,100
175
16,015
2,205
6,067

32,685

16,500
1,250
4,650
600
4,000
1,000
38,500

16,500
1,300
4,700
600
4,000
1,000
39,500 _

24,139
5,092
14,596
8,399
52,226

27,101
6,448
17,000
7,000
57,549

29,500
6,700
17 ,ooo
7,000
60,200

1,123

2,000
2,000

_
_

_

_
_

2,000 _
2,000 _
l,20~
1,20Q__
2,4Q_Q__

4 3
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Activities of the Athletic Council During Fiscal Year 1974-75

The duties and functions of the Athletic Council are described on
page 25 of the Faculty Handbook.

Its responsibilities are further de-

fined in the "Statement of Responsibility" appearing on page 125 of
the Faculty Handbook.
This past year the Council has developed and administer d a Coach ' s
Evaluation Form.

This evaluation permits the student athlete to evaluate

his coach or coaches in the same manner that faculty are evaluated by
their students.

A copy of the evaluation form is attached as an appendix

to this Report.
Coaches have reviewed the tabulated results of this past years
evaluation and the Council reviewed these results before making recommeno ching
dations to the p resident concerning the retent i on o f t h e curren t ca
Staff .

The reaction of the coaching staff and student athletes to the

evaluation, was excellent.

The student athletes seemed particularly

Pleased to have an opportunity to make such an eva1 uation
·
an d t o ma k e
specific comments to their coach, the Athletic Council and the Athletic
Director about their particular program.
The Council has continued to participate in discussions concerning
the b d
u get of the UNM Athletic Department, in the selection of tennis
coaches for mens and womens athletics, and in the settlement o f a var i e t Y
of d ·

lsputes involving student athletes and their respective coaches.

4Z4
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Minority Report
In an effort to clarify the duties and responsibilities of the
At hletic Council and to i ns ure continued involvement by the Council
in the UNM athletic program, the Council will again during the 1975-76
academic year review the Faculty Handbook statement of duties and
r ~sponsibilities.

Suggested changes will be forwarded to the Policy

Committee fo r consideration.

Title IX Guidelines, which became effective in June 197 5 , require
that educational institutions provide equal opportunities f or a ll
st udents.

1978 is the deadline set for complience.

THE PENALTY FOR

ON-COMPLIANCE IS THE WITHDRAWAL OF FEDERAL FUNDS FROM THE I STITUTION .
Should UNM fail to comply with Title IX in its athletic pr ogram

t he

entire university community could be severly affected.
Title I X of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits discrimination
Equal opportunities for female student athletes do no t ex is t at

on the basis of sex in programs and activities at educational institutions
which receive federal funds.

According to the Title IX Guidelines, which

became effective July 21, 1975, educational institutions must ensure that
equal opportunity exists in both the conduct of athletic programs and the
provision of athletic scholarships.

Due to past efforts by the Athletic

Counc i l, the Central Administration, and the Athletic Department, the

I.

Although we have three years in which to remedy thi s situa t ion,

the gross inequities evident in the athletic budget r equir
st eps be taken in each of the years available to us.

tha t dras ic

To do noth ing is

to r i sk losing vital funding in the fond hope that Title IX wil l go away .
We have no plan for meeting the Guideline requirement s .

At hl e t ic

University of New Mexico is further along than many schools of comparable

Council is the forum in which such a plan should be developed, but when-

size as far as providing equal opportunity for women in athletics is con-

ever the problem of Title IX is raised, discussion rapidly digresses into

cerned.

the specific effects it may have on various men's programs.

However, the Athletic Council recognized the need for continued

significant improvement in the level of financial support provided the
women's intercollegiate athletic program at UNM.

One of the most serious

shortcommings in the existing womens programs is in the area of athletic
scholarship.

Indeed,

unless a millionaire benefactor appears, money must be diverted from the
en ' s program into the women's to raise it to equity.

What thi s will do

to t he men's program may be dramatic, but it might also be bene f icial.

Recognizing this problem the Council strongly supports the
Major steps towards compliance should be taken this year.

Male

substantial increase in support for grants-in-aid requested for fiscal
st udent athletes who receive grants-in-aid will be severely affected in
year 1976-1977.
1978 unless their number is progressively diminished and the amount of

42,6
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money they receive is gradually reduced.
• ... 1• •

for
1
What is needed is a Pan
Number of grants to athletes

~

:

~

C ompliance

with Title IX.

To go

on blithely approving the a thletic program without regard for the

Males

Females

1973-4

286

8

2.7

1974-5

275

24

8.0

% Females

future is to risk the eventual loss of federal funds.

No Report of

the Athletic Council shou ld b e a ccepted by this faculty until one is
presented which contains such a plan.

1975-6 there are 33 female student athletes with grants (about 10% of
the total).

At this rate of progress, women athletes cannot expect

much more than about 25% of the total number of grants by 1978.

J. Roebuck
Athletic Council

Access

to about a quarter of the total number of grants hardly constitutes
equal opportunity, especially when that limited access is only to grants
very much smaller than those available to male athletes.
Amount of grants to athletes
Male Average

Female Average

1973-4

$1,905

$452

1974-5

$1,830

$398

The average male grant was/is almost five times as large as the average
female grant.

Moreover, the average female grant was reduced by a

larger percentage (11.95) than the average male grant (3.9%).

The
'd

widening of an already great financial gulf does not seem to promise rapi
progress towards equal status.
Total amount of grants to athletes
1974-5 the total spent on aid to athletes was $512,899.

Of this,

f emale athletes got $9,548, 1.8% of the total, or enough to prov ide about

five average male grants.

4z.s
•
Exhib it..J

UNM LOBO CLUB
Balance Sheets
May 31, 1975 and 1974

1975

Assets

$ 20,243.65

Cash

1974
21, 764.8:
61, 000. 0(

Certificates of deposit
Investments at fair market value at date of donation
(market value of $295.00 iu 1975 a nd $221.00 in 1974)
Receivables:
Golf tournament fees
Travel advances
Accrued int erest (note 2)
Total receivables
Blankets and similar items, at specific cost or cost
to donor
Prepaid expenses

536.12

536 .11

300.00
790.00
1,090.00

1, 100.
7 , 127.
1 957.
10 184.7

14,696.53

11,925.8

602,30

471.1

7,000.00

----

$ 44 , 168 . 6 O

10~
=-i

912. 41
36.54
12,194.39
13,075 . 00
26,218.34

4,518 ,Jl
35 .11
82,540,

Automobiles

Liabilities and Fund Balances
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Due to University of New Mexico
Deferred rev enue
Total liabilities
Fund balances:
Unrestricted (Exhibit B)
Endowment (~ote 3)
Total f und ba l a nces

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

$

~
~
18 ,738 · 2

15,546.19
2,404.07
17,950 .26

~

$ 44,168.60

~

~

Yttar

nded

Y.

~1 , 1975 an~ 197

197 5

Actual

Budget

Actual
under (over)
budge t

1974

Actual

.Revenues:

fund drive (actual net of pledges written off of $13,881.00
in 1975 and $10,738.50 in 1974)
Interest earned
Miscellaneous sales and colll1lissions
Golf tourn ame nt, net of exp enses of $6,311.02 in 1975 and
$0 ,53 9. 86 in 1974
Oth1.: r
t o t al reve nue s

$194,010.50
5,153.93
126 .20

190,000.00

300.00

(4,010.50)
(5,153 . 93)
173 . 80

184,930. 5,0
2,797 . 48
329 . 7 5

4,018 . 98
1, 612 .8 1
204, 922 . 42

4,500.00
12 . 00
194,8 12.00

41:l l . 02
{1, 600.81 )
( 10 I l 10 ,/, 2 )

3,860 . 14
12. 22
~
93 0. 09

865 . 60
71 7. 16
500.00
160.00
4, 092 . 43
7, 829, /18
527 .80
838.26
1, 279.11
3, 120 . 28
6, 875.45
6, 320.05

800.00
350 . 00

(6 5 . 60 )
(367 .16)
(5 00 . 00 )
(6 0.00)
(492 .4 3 )
(1, 229.43 )
(33i . 80)
1, 211.74
(679 .11)
1, 379.72
(1 , 375.!.5)
(2, 320.05)

777 .40
203. 70

Exp end i t ure s :
Adm ln i s t r a t ivE::
Audit

Au to exp ense ,
Bad deb t ex pens e
Du~s and subs cription•
Ex ecu ti ve di r ector bene f it•
Dinners - guc~ t s
Insurance
n.. .!tlng expense
P.iyroll taxes
Postage
Priot i n& and sup pli ea
Public relations and promotion

100 .00
3,6 00 . 00
6, 600 . 00
190. 00
2, 050.00
600.00
4 ,500.00
5 ,500.00
4, 0U0 .00

60.00
3,52 1.18
5,8!.5.70
185 .00
1, 978 . 14
534.6 7
4, 702 . 05
4, 654 . 66
4, 564.36

Salaries:

Executiv~ di r ector
Office
Telt!phone
Tra\'tel
Club dev~ l opme nt
'Misc cl lancous

14 , 431 . 14
8, 914.23
544.09
147 .35

:> ltL 0 1
57 , 330.t,4

Fund drive :
In c cnlives

3, .'-1 6.4 5
1, 034 . 14

!>!~·c c lng expense
M..:mhl' r :.li lp benefit•
Prtn l in ~ ond suppll e a
Salar i e s - temporary

11,7 58 . 55
bS !. 51

2 ~1. S4
) 9 , Z0._~JQ

...

14,996.05
8 , 300.00
670.00
1 , 400 .00
500. 00
400.00
_1S. 55f> . 05

(2 , 82 4 .39 )

1, 350 . 00
600 . 00
12,500.00
2, 000.00
1 , 900.00
,.Ll-i_,X~!L,,' :Q

(2, JYh .45)
(4 )4 .1 4)
74 1. 4 5
1, 318. 4Y
( f,7 •. ..,,,)
JJ:.l_:._l!_'I _.))~)

564. 91
(6 14 .2 3)
125 .Yl
1 , 252 . 65
500. 00
lH l.')<J

14 , 000 . 04
7, 200. 00
069 .46
l , 3!. 3 . 7b
H 'L 19
-1Q.. '>78. 3!
8 )1>. 32
(,CJ4 .8~
13 . 711CJ . ij6
1 .~ 'll. 90
1 , P.<i l OS

I
N

.,

\0 .

1

~

t

l',"

Statements of Revenues, Expenuitures
and Changes in Unrestri~Fund Balance, Continued

.

197 5

Actual

1974
Actual

-

Expenditures, continued:
UNM bcnefi ts:
Awards and gifts
Scholarship fund/grant•
Se~son ticket purchases
Parking purchases:
Footba 11
Basketball

$'

•

Total expenditures
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures

5,471.24
100, 000.00
8,413 .oo

·13,000.00
82,600.00
8,500.00

7,528.76
(17,400.00)
87.00.

13,124.29
82,300.00
12,835.00

5,665.50
8 1988.00
1281537.74
205 1710.37
(787.95)

5,659.00
8,400.00
118 1159. 00
191 1065.05
3,746.95

( 6. 50)
{588 .00)
{101378.74)
(14 16l15.32)
4,534.90 °

4,282.50
71038 .50
1191630.29
1891282.53
2,647.56

(2,404.07)

Transferred to endc·..nncnt fund (note 3)

Fund balanc~ at beginning of year

Buels..!:,!

Actual
under (over)
budr,L't,

.

Fund balance at end of year

$

..:.

'

2,404.07

18,738.21

18,738.21

-

15.~46,12

2 2 , 48_.5_._ll

6,238,21

-12..i 09 0 . 6 5
1R.D~.u

See accompanying notes to financial statements>
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432
PROPOSED NEH S'l'UDE NT CONS'l'ITUTIO!,J

followin0 is the portion of the new Student C0nst.i tu tion

The

;hich hos alrendy been r<ltified by the student boc2y.

. . ..
~

£;incc t he

rtion rc:1roduccd below hc1s rar.1i f.i.cations for the focul ty a.ncl [or

con'mittecs, the Policy Cor..r:1ittcc is prcsentin0 it to the
for action.

The numbered lines in the uocurent arc the

passed by the students, and the bracketed portions arc
tcr;nrc tationr; which the Faculty Policy Cornni ttce, after consul tion v~ith Professor Cohen of the Academic Freed.on anc Tenure
Bilson, ASUNM president , believe should be

...·,

3.section 3 . Student St~mdards and Grievance Cor.ni ttcc
4.

A. Jurisdiction anc:. Membership

s.

1 . Jurisdiction

6,
(a)

The Student Standards and Gr ievance Cor..r..i ttce is a hcari r.r b oard

di sciplinary mutters concerning the student ccr.nuni ty (except <lisciJ,li1:c1ry
tters SUl)J' cct to the 1urisdiction of the Radio
. an d Stucen
, 4--...

I

n
i

.
u b_h1 iCi'l.
... inns
4--.

n

..:i

v oc'"l.r1.. .. s

)

the <1ricvances of students against faculty or stuff o.f the Uni vcrsi ty,
Mu.
·· · ( Y come before the Corr.P1i t lee on the Motion of i:!ny r .cr.bcr of the Un 5. vcrsi ty

'1 Q~

Unity ,
IQt

l\ny student \·!ho feels that he has been unjustly disciplined by i'l.r.y

• •

cnmpus board or c 0 rnmittce, including the ~tuccnt Court, or by an of fi cial
the U •
niversity, or who feels that he has been unjustly treated by a mcr.1ber

-32-
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1G4. l\rti'clc IV. JUDICIAL DRJ\NCJI

365. e ction 3. Student f,tandnrds and Grievance C0rnittce

~6G. A. Juri~diction nnd Mcrbcrship
367. 1. Jurindjction -

(a) - continued

of the faculty or sta f f, hils the right to appeal to the Ccr..ni ttce,
cnscs,

In a 1

n cvc;m djvision of the Committee shall be treated c1.s a dete:r.r.in nUC'

370. t h~t no discipline be inpo3ed or thnt no sanction sh~ll apply.

[The Student Stc1ndards and Grievance Cor.r.i ttc e \·: ill
nornally hear no nrievancc unless the aricvin~ student
has made a oood faith e~ ~ort to utilize de~nrtrcntal
and cclle0c venues of renetlJ. In nost cases this
would reru:re that the student carry his cor~laint to
the appro~riate cha'rran and ccar. before arpealing to
the Cot':'.rni t tee. ]

371.

The CoT!'.rni ttce nciy aff irrr. or reverse disciplinnry nction alrcac.y

el:c

In cnse- where the action has not yet been tal:en, the Cor.r.i ttee r .ay c.ec · de
I

whether disciplinary action should be taken, and if so, the extent of it,

In

ca"'cs involvin0 a student 0r:tcvc1nce a0a:i n~t a facuJ.ty or stn ff r.emhcr, t l.~
C0r,ni ttee

l"'R~/ ,

rdcr apr,rorriate redress cf the r.rievar.ce upon !;h0win1; c f c c

and convincin0 evidence that improper considerations were involved, and,
further, nay cite the faculty mer,ber to the Acatleric rrecdon and Tenure Cc;r· ~
for action, or cite the staff ncnber to the President of the University f e r
("IM;'ropcr considcrnt'cns" r.hc1.ll be construed as
the imposition cf stnndards or rcruircrcnts unon
one or sevcr<1l students \· hich varv bevond a de
~inirnis level froM those ste.ndards er reruir~ents
gcnerallv stipulated b the professor for the particular course. Generally practiced variations such
aR different reouire~ents for oraduatc and undergraduate students or differentiated topics for research nssianrcnts shall not be considered as inproper.]
["J\pproprinte redress" shall be construed as
redress ,-~hich is spccificall•, addressed to the student
grievance and nhall not renuire anv denarture fron the
standards of academic freedom whic~ pr~vail.within
the University nn<l/or arc snccificd in the rncultv
~Janclhool:. l\.ny pro~cssor ,,: h~ allcqes that ?.nv finding
of the Stu<lcnt Stnncl~rds and Grievance Cornittcc is
violation of his or her acndcmic frccdor nhall have the
ri0ht to cnrrv his conplaint to the l\.cn<lcmic Preedom
nnd 'fcnurc CoMM · ttce. In such cases the burden of
-

.l

a
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proof will rest with the con~laininn professor,
Should the ll.cadcr.1ic Frecdon and Tenure Cor..mi ttcc
find in fav0r of the con~lc1inant, the natter will be
rcMan2cd to the Student St~ndards and Grievance
Cor..rr.ittcc for further considcrci.ticn in the liqht
of the findinc:rs 0£ tilb :J\cadcr.1ic rrcedor and Tenure
Cormi t tee , ]
[In r.ci.tters involving grnding, the Student
Standards and Grievance Ccr.r.ittce will not substitute its iuckrcncnt for that c~ the pro:f:esscr anc1
will be lir.i ted to detern:inj n<:"' \·.· hethcr j r..pro:rer
consideratj_ons entered into the gra<li.n0 proccs~.]
[In all cases \·:here the presence of jr.prcper
~onsiderationG is nllc0cd, the ori0inal burden of
proof shc1ll fall upon the srieving student.]
9, (b)
1

l\.

student is subject to disciplinary measures by the Cor.r.1ittce f0r

0n-cttl".\pus acti vi tics only if it is shm·m that the student hr1s acted i.r. a

r

~ich adversely affects the University's educational function or disrupts

1

livinc:_r on caMpus,

The campus shall include all Univerr-ity-conr.ected

: rity and frate~ni ty houses.
' (c)

A student is not sub-ject to disciplinary r ,easures by the Cor.,r.,j ttcc

off-caMpus activities except those directly related to the U~ivcr~:t~ ' s
at'J.onal function, and those \·7hi ch der.,onstra tc the prcbar:i li ty the'. t the

1 C

constitutes n physical dnn0cr to himself or other.son car~uG.
In no ~use shnll a student be dL.,cinli:1cd bv the Corn i ttec ':0r
rc j !,inn
·,

t}

. 1osc

.
h e FJr~t
.
con~ti.tutionnl rights inclu<le<l int

l\ ~cnGnc
,
n t·

.

n

r.uch rinhts, no stuc1cnt shall claim, \d thcut authorizat~.cm, to
the narc of the University or one of its stu2ent orqanizntions.
2' (c) In dctcrmininc:.r ,-!hcther to act in a particular. case, the Cor.ni ttee shall
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4:lv
..>9 • Article IV.

JUDICIAL DRl\?lCII

39 4 . Sc ct ion 3. Student Standarcs and Grievance Co~nittec
39 5. A. Jur i r.c1' ction and ?1embcrship
. 90. 1. Jur i~ d iction -

(e) - continued

: : on s i d~r ,,1 hc her pol i ce or other official non-Uni ver!=ii ty action

!1Gs

been t ).

or is l i J:ely to be tal:en a0ainst the student, and whether such non-Un i. 1 crr.i
ct i on is l i J·e ly to be e :f: fecti ve in deterring sinilar conduct by the stucc
.:

t..~ c fut re .

In all cases, it shall be understood that the University ' s

unr~ ion i s e d ucationa l and not penal,
402

2, .1ernbership

4 03. (a) The Student Standards and Grievance COI!".11'.i ttee ,-,ill consist o f c igh c
faculty nernb crs and e i ghteen full-time students, chosen for two year ~.
fir s t groups selected, nine faculty members and nine students shall he ch
for one year terns.)

Each case corning before the Coni.rnittcc will be he ard '

a panel composed of six me~bers of the Committee.
408. (b)Thc ciohteen facult] rncnbers will be elected by the faculty fol lo~in

omination by the Faculty Policy Conunittec.

The eiqhteen studert r.cr.bcr ~

be named, twelve by ASUN1 and six by GSA, as they normally choose stud ent
mcMbers of. other major University Cor.unittcc::;.

412, (c)IIcarinCT pnncls will consist of six members of the Corr.rnittee, th r.cc
faculty and three students, their names drawn by lot by the Dean of student
in the presence of two disinterested members of the faculty and of two
di ~i terested students.
~~m.cr s h i p,

Each panel will elect its chairperson from aponn •

Members may disnualify themselves .

be cti~qualificd by the Dc~n of Students.
· f

If challenged, a mepber ~

A quorum of the panel will con $i

·~e ~eMbers and a majority vote is required ,

D i • ( c. ) The bean of Stuclcnts wi 11 act as administrator of the CoMl'Tli ttce,
he hanringn, keeping all necessary records , and insuring thnt
f ollm·: the rcouired rules of procedure ,

(lie/she may dclegil tc

-3523 . Arb cl'? IV.
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'4 ,Section 3. Stuc1cn t Standards and Grievance Cor.u".li ttec
25,D.Ru Jc!3 Govcrninrr Proceedincrn before the Student Standards nnd Grievnncc

~-

C0Mt1;i

t ta?.' · , .

.26, 1. rroccdurc1.l rules for the Comr.i.i ttec shall be those rublishcc: b~, the Vj ce

·resident for Stuc':.c:r.t c:md Campus Affnirs in Aunur:t of 1975.
128 , 2, Chc1nacs of procec1urc:1.l rules for the Committee nust be ar,;'rovcd bv c

~elution of a majority of the Student Senate bef0re implenentation.
30,Scction 4 . Inferior ~tandards Doards

All actions of boards inposing adninistrative sanctions on students are
··!hfoc t to the appellate inrj sdiction of the Stuc:.cnt Standardn and Gricv~ncc
r .it tee,

All ntudents broucrht before such boards r..ust be informed c~ their

·i hts und the method of appeal.
5. Appeals Procedure

In all decisions rendered by a judicial body there shall be a ten (10)

·au

receive '1.· ritten notificntion of: the decision.

Upon subr.!_ssion of. a ,.·rit::cr.

' · Cal 'the board havinn appellate jurisdiction shall issue an automatic stay
C

C

d'isc· 1·
·
th e case
1 r . 1nary action until ~uch appeal can be resolved, except in

an ·
ltrpcachment conviction.
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.

Vhe.n thft lt!t°'.int"'e!"S or •rht! - P-a~~tj oal Sc!enc! Di-lpa!"t~n t Vbted to~:
den:, tenur-t to John _J:h!"enber6, · tl?e7 w~re •...:ph~ldlng tht- e t andard!S
or quality that &t•tz .· :r6co~l.~e., by thi• t:.n.t.Yat-alty .. . tlr.at b~cat,e ·
n1dent as a _res·1.i1~ or 'Ch6il"' action, ~"err~r, wa~ t;; he t'act that _
the' few crttt-r.ia ry ·111hl·~h lln,Y' ~~'?f<!&aur is e:1aJ.~ t·d iu:·~ far too
vaiue in ·sv,b.!tan:'e anci too 1rregular· 1n a. r-pl icatic,1 t o be ccms1dered
btanda.r~a &t 1?>tl·.
lieca\.~t· or 1 ta 1r.ternal L1~ 0n ~ tt> t:onc1es. the
current tenure 3~·!t.em i:.anntit . £u~ce~atull7 ac~1iev~ i ts cwn go~l2
the cv~raJ.i 1m~ro·;rew:i,ent or the edt.~eat1ooal ~nv l r onmet>,t at our
un1versH.y,
·
·
-

I

).\e or tl!e ~~jor- cr1 t~r ta 1n tenure df?~!sions 1~ • accordi,ng to the
faculty hane.t,oc,k~ exc:ell~nce 1n· t~t.~h!!'lg. Unt'or tunat,ely, the t'lleenG
by lfhich tenu!"~ t~mit tees a.re to Assess a pror,.seor':; tee.chl,.ng
ah1aty """" . unde t.i.netl 1n the handbook.
~4oreover. the1•e are no
requfrt.?ments for st!J~ent 1np1.it of any ac.r~. . Tne une of student
eva:'.lat1,,. · r-:>,:,m~ is va.luntary, J.nd it is, t ht?"reroi•e, quite possi'ol.e
that sottl!o1?:e m1eht b! gran t.ed tenure wi.thou t · anyone ever having
lskea \•i'hat •;ht ,tu1entg tho:...ght.
Because lt is the st~der.t:s who
u,t ·dea.1 ver':f r..il'sely.w1th the profe3sr..r-ae-t.eadwr, lt 1~ ~saen-.
tiel ~.e.+; ~'::!t\i! ~eans
establlshecl whereby student ev:ilua t; ions
a1•e rtlil!re(JI an~. tr,e e.>ns.1der-at1on· .or these evaluation, made uni-·

be

rorm.

·

·

t/

'

. ,

.,..

~l-~:1cvttabl_11 re~~l t or auoo' quota•ti lling is .• tha ~
prof~s-so~
o1e· .. liged to sp~nd ·=s1gn1t1c~t amounte or timis a:,.d e nc-rgy_ on
zon!·;~n~ Publishers. 'l'he mere feat or being published aoes not
~he"··~sively prove either the quality or the 11_,aa;.rch invclved or
noressor• :s a.bil:,ty to cocnmunicate 1nroruaation .to students.
l'heee t
· ·
·
.
tenur, ir.o examplea- . clea.r-11 · 111uatrate . the . .rac~ that !;:ha pt"l!sent
'or
criteria can be just as conru,1ng a.a they are enligntenine:.
a b~;~r, it 1s oov1ous that these _criteria .<::an net due to t!1etr
uai1t us n~turea, possibly usure the attairuce~; or any sort or

;

t~; .

.,

.

.

.

.

• e st 'i
.
.
ac3.de:ri ents. like th.e faculty, artt 1.nterel!lted 1n improving. t~e
!So
3tudert~ environment at our u:1iveraj,ty. ~lready over ~
Z>
atude t ,,hav~ e1,:nad pet1t.1cna calling for the fon,i~t1on cf a Joint
rec~ !\~~ .. ~culty c_omm:tttee to re-evaluate th~ tenure syatem, _
a nd to
WQ.. d th,: changoa nece$sary to th.e · atta.pm~t or our c ~ 8°~ 1 · /
\.\.ec,~
4"o 47() . .s ~ (l .~l,..shc~ ,5\...-(!~ If <!O"Y\1wi,l~e ..
u
STUDEln'S FOR A ,.16:ti:s IN TENURE DECISIONS

*•• ••8:ftd

yo~

..
...1
~

".,
I

·'
I

b 0rtnally t!nds P.Jtpresaior: in ot.th licatic,n •••• " But CJ~yo the. hand- · ·
~;ik , "In no case. however., should a person'3 pr-oduc tive ertorts b~
thasured b.v mer,t quantity". · What ex ts ts 11\ reality. howevtr, :is · ·
1 at tenur-e (:andld.:i.tee :nuat t!ll wha:ever quotat\ t:leir renpec~ive
.?artll!enta assign. In direct contr?: tf1ction to the st!pu!atl:>r1 in
hauc!booic, the PQl 1 t1cal Sctencs Department .requ1Nd at least
• 0 PUblicat!ons from John -Ebre;,?:>ers. the Fblloeopty .r,r.,, partment de.~~~::d ot l~asc. four from one profe~isor, and the . £r.gl1ali ~pa.rt~~-n t
Va?1ou$ numt>ters at various t1meis.
·.1. ·.
.
•
,

r;

,j'

~e other ·major cr1ter1o~ by-~hlch ·profe!so~s are Judged 1s defined
1n tht han1boolr. ,._e· "schola.rst:ip ,- research, or other cr~ative work".
:1hert 1a n~ doubt that even a ,protesde)r. muet cor. tin 11e. · to study. and
~ vus h~, '.'ti~wly acquired knowled~ on, to bis coll~~~ues Md student8 .
"n1a Ct.'nttl\ual !ntffllectual deT('lopJn1tnt:i · acooroing to ~he handbook,.
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